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Abstract
In QCD, perturbative predictions have inevitable uncertainties known as renormalon
uncertainties. They can practically limit the accuracy of perturbative predictions for
many observables in near future. In this thesis, we propose a formulation based on the
operator product expansion (OPE) framework, which enables us to subtract renormalon
uncertainties from each term in OPE. This provides a foundation to reduce a theoretical
error step by step without suering from the renormalon uncertainties. We apply our
formulation to a determination of s using the static QCD potential. The determination
is performed based on the highest-order result currently available in perturbation theory
and new lattice results. We obtain s(M
2
Z) = 0:1178
+0:0016
 0:0015, which is consistent with the
current PDG value and whose error size is comparable to the PDG one.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Renormlaon problem in perturbative QCD
In quantum chromodynamics (QCD), contemporary perturbative computations reach well
beyond leading order (LO) thanks to the development of loop calculation techniques. For
example, perturbative series of the R-ratio in e+e  collisions is calculated up to 5-loops [1],
and that of the static QCD potential is calculated up to 3-loops [2{4]. The ve loop
beta function has been calculated very recently [5{7], which promote further higher order
computations. Owing to these developments, perturbative predictions are becoming more
and more accurate.
One may expect that generally precision gets monotonically higher as the order of
perturbative expansion grows. In fact, the situation is not so simple. It has been pointed
out that, in perturbative series for an observable X(Q2),1
X(Q2) 
X
n0
dn
n+1
s ; (1.1)
dn
n+1
s is expected to grow rapidly from a certain order. This is caused by a factorial
growth of the perturbative coecient, dn  n!. Therefore, perturbative series is not
convergent for any small coupling s. It suggests that perturbative series does not qualify
as Taylor series, where the error can be made arbitrarily small. Currently, perturbative
series is considered to be asymptotic series. In other words, we can only obtain an
approximation of X from perturbative series, but never the exact X.
There are two sources of factorial behavior of dn, which make perturbative series
divergent. One is related to growth of the number of diagrams. If we consider the n-th
order perturbation theory, the number of the diagrams at this order is typically given by
 n!. This gives the behavior
dn 

1
4m
n
n! (n 1) ; (1.2)
1 For simplicity, we assume that X is a dimensionless quantity dependent on a single scale Q2 and
that the perturbative series of X(Q2) starts from order 1s. We consider the region Q
2  2QCD so that
perturbative expansion is good, where QCD is a dynamical scale of QCD.
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where m is a positive integer. The other one is related to the -function of a theory and is
independent of the increasing of the number of diagrams. This is known as renormalon [8],
which gives the behavior
dn 

0
4l
n
n! (n 1) ; (1.3)
where l is an integer or half integer and 0 = 11  2nf=3 is the rst coecient of the beta
function with nf avors.
To obtain a meaningful result from divergent perturbative series, we have to trun-
cate the series at a nite order. In particular, an optimal prediction is expected to be
obtained when a perturbative prediction becomes stable against including higher order
terms. From the asymptotic property of perturbative series, the error remaining in the
optimal prediction can be estimated. The rst type behavior (1.2) gives the error of the
order of 
2QCD
Q2
m0
; (1.4)
and the second type behavior (1.3) (renormalon) gives
2QCD
Q2
l
: (1.5)
Perturbation theory cannot overcome these errors. The errors are suppressed by the
power of QCD=Q. At very high energy Q  QCD, perturbation theory may give an
accurate prediction. However, when we are interested in physics at relatively low energy
scale Q & QCD, these errors are not always negligible. In particular, the renormalon
uncertainty (1.5) is more serious than the rst type uncertainty since the power of QCD=Q
is smaller than that of Eq. (1.4).
Today, renormalon sometimes limits the accuracy of perturbative predictions practi-
cally, in connection with the fact that higher order results become available. For instance,
a current prediction for the bottomonium and charmonium spectrum is about to be faced
with this inevitable uncertainty [9]. In this situation (or in near future), it is not sucient
to use higher order results straightforwardly. We should develop a framework to overcome
renomalon uncertainties in order to promote theoretical predictions to the next stage.
1.2 OPE and formulation to subtract renormalon
The operator product expansion (OPE) framework has been known as a good candi-
date to overcome renormalon uncertainties. In this section, we explain how we calculate
an observable and how renormalon uncertainties are expected to vanish theoretically in
OPE. We also explain the necessity of renormalon subtraction to practically overcome
renormalon uncertainties.
An OPE of an observable can be performed naturally in the framework of an eective
eld theory (EFT). An EFT is constructed by integrating out ultraviolet (UV) mode
(which is specied by Q), while keeping infrared (IR) mode dynamical. Since active mode
k in the EFT satises k=Q  1, we can naturally expand the observable in 1=Q. This
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short distance expansion corresponds to OPE. We use 1=Q as an expansion parameter
instead of the strong coupling s.
We consider the case where a (dimensionless) observable is expanded in a form
X(Q2) = C1(Q
2) + CO1
h0jO1j0i
Qd1
+ : : : ; (1.6)
based on OPE, where the mass dimension of O1 is d1. Each term of OPE has a nonpertur-
bative matrix element together with a Wilson coecient denoted as C. A nonperturbative
matrix element consists of the IR elds (such as O1) and represents the remaining IR dy-
namics of the EFT. In contrast, a Wilson coecient represents the UV dynamics, and
thereby it can be evaluated in perturbation theory. In this evaluation, a Wilson coecient
has renormalon uncertainties (unless we introduce an explicit IR cuto scale). In general,
these renormalon uncertainties have the same size as the nonperturbative matrix elements
appearing in OPE. For instance, the leading renormalon uncertainty of the leading order
(LO) term C1 is given by O((QCD=Q)d1), which is the same size as the next-to-leading
(NLO) term. This is because, roughly speaking, we cannot evaluate nonperturbative
matrix elements correctly in perturbation theory. An important point in OPE is that
nonperturbative matrix elements as well as Wilson coecients have renormalons. As a
result, the renormalons of a Wilson coecient is expected to cancel against those of non-
perturbative matrix elements at higher orders in OPE. Therefore, it is expected that we
can obtain a renormalon free prediction in the end in the OPE framework. Indeed, for the
static potential such a scenario is established [10]. The strong point of the OPE frame-
work is that nonoperturbative matrix elements are naturally included in a prediction,
which play an important role to cancel renormalon uncertainties of Wilson coecients.
In contrast, nonperturbative matrix elements do not emerge in perturbation theory since
they are evaluated to be zero.2
As a rst step, we focus on how to practically overcome the leading renormalon un-
certainty using OPE. The leading renormalon uncertainty is given by O((QCD=Q)d1).
For this purpose, the nonperturbative matrix element at NLO is required to be deter-
mined, since it denes an O((QCD=Q)d1) term, which perturbation theory cannot pre-
dict. However, to the current knowledge, its theoretical determination is dicult since the
nonperturbative matrix element is highly dependent on the IR dynamics.3 One way to
cope with this problem is to determine it numerically by tting, i.e., by comparing exper-
imental data with a theoretical prediction containing the matrix element whose value is
unknown. Since many observables have a common nonperturbative matrix element (like
the local gluon condensate), once its value is determined, one can give precise predictions
for various observables. Nevertheless, the determination via tting is still ruined by the
renormalon uncertainty in the leading Wilson coecient, which is the same size as the
nonperturbative matrix element that we want to determine.
2This is the case in adopting dimensional regularization, while other regularizations still cannot work.
3 If we want to conrm renormalon cancellation only, we do not need to know the whole structure
of the nonperturbative matrix element. In this case, it is sucient to know the UV behavior of the
nonperturbative matrix element, where perturbation theory still works. On the other hand, if we try to
obtain a prediction at NLO in OPE, determination of the nonperturbative matrix element is essential.
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To avoid this problem, it is necessary to separate the leading Wilson coecient clearly
into an ambiguous part related to renormalon uncertainties and a renormalon indepen-
dent part. The renormalon independent part gives a net contribution at leading order,
while the renormalon uncertainties, which has the higher power in 1=Q than renormalon
independent part, should be absorbed into the corresponding nonperturbative matrix ele-
ments at higher orders. By this, we can remove (or subtract) renormalons from each term
in the expansion. Consequently, we can perform the 1=Q expansion without encountering
renormalon uncertainties at each step of the expansion. In particular, the higher order
corrections to the LO result come from nonperturbative matrix elements which no longer
contain renormalon uncertainties. Once we adopt such a formulation, we can extract the
relevant nonperturbative matrix element safely without being disturbed by the error of
the same size. Such an idea is important to reduce a theoretical error step by step.
In the rst part of this thesis, we propose a formulation to separate the Wilson coe-
cient at LO into renormalon uncertainties and a renormalon independent part. As stated
above, this enables us to reduce a theoretical error step by step without suering from
renormalon uncertainties. Our formulation uses the so-called large-0 approximation [11]
in evaluating the Wilson coecient perturbatively. Although the exact innite pertur-
bative series cannot be obtained, in the large-0 approximation, one can easily obtain
innite series containing renormalon divergences. Hence, it provides us a good approxi-
mation to simulate renormalon subtraction. In addition, since this approximation gives
a good approximation of known coecients of the exact series,4 it is expected that the
extracted renormalon free part is fairly reliable at least quanlitatively.
In our formulation, we introduce an explicit factorization scale f to divide energy
regions into UV and IR. In fact, such a scale introduction is close to Wilson's original
idea. We dene a Wilson coecient at LO in OPE as a UV quantity literally in terms
of this cuto scale. In this case, the renormalon uncertainties in the Wilson coecient
are replaced by the IR cuto dependent terms. This is because renormalon uncertainties
generally stem from the IR structure. Therefore, we separate the Wilson coecient into
cuto dependent and cuto independent parts, which correspond to renormalon uncer-
tainties and renormalon free part, respectively. We propose a method to perform the
above separation using complex function analysis.
As a byproduct, we nd that the Wilson coecient has a nontrivial power behavior
in QCD=Q which gives a larger contribution than the NLO term in OPE. This is totally
independent of renormalon uncertainties, since it exists in a renormalon independent part.
Such a power behavior is particularly important to grasp the short distance behavior of
observables.
The current status of our formalism can be stated as follows. We can apply our
method within the large-0 approximation to general observables which are dependent
only on a single kinematical variable. Although the large-0 approximation is quite a good
approximation, it is accurate only at leading-logarithmic (LL) order rigorously speaking.
We are cautious using the result of a renormalon subtracted quantity obtained in the large-
0 approximation in serious studies where the discrepancy of this approximation aects.
Generalization of renormalon subtracting method beyond the large-0 approximation is
4 This is an empirically known fact. Theoretically, the large-0 approximation is exact at leading
logarithm in perturbation theory.
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desired, which is still missing.
However, fortunately, we have a systematic method to subtract renormalons for the
static QCD potential [12]. Namely, we do not need to rely on the large-0 approximation
and we can include the exact xed order results in perturbation theory. This fact allows
us to use a renormalon subtracted quantity in practical studies like precise determination
of parameters and a nonperturbative matrix element.
1.3 Application to s determination
As mentioned above, we can subtract renormalons for the static QCD potential beyond
the large-0 approximation [12]. This is achieved because the QCD potential formally
has a similar form to that in the large-0 approximation. In Ref. [12], it is observed that
the renormalon subtracted quantity indeed approaches to lattice results as one includes
higher order terms in perturbation series. We have wide applications of this method,
including determination of nonperturbative matrix element via tting. In the latter part
of the thesis, we apply this method to a determination of the strong coupling constant
s. We will explain how renormalon subtraction is useful in this study.
The strong coupling constant s is the only fundamental parameter other than the
quark masses in QCD. There are many studies on determination of this coupling. Con-
ventionally, s is determined at the Z boson mass scale. Currently, the world combined
result of s(M
2
Z) is given by [13]
s(M
2
Z) = 0:1181 0:0011 (1.7)
by the Particle Data Group. Its relative error is 0.9 %.
Since the strong coupling s is a fundamental parameter in the standard model (SM)
and is large, its error aects precision of predictions for various observables. In particular,
the current error of s often gives a dominant error in theoretical predictions for the cross-
sections studied at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such an error aects determination
of fundamental parameters in SM. Top quark mass determination is one of such examples.
The top quark pole mass can be extracted through the measurement of the total cross
section for tt production process at the LHC since this process is dependent on the top
quark pole mass [14]. A theoretical prediction for this cross-section has a large error due to
the uncertainty of parton distribution function and s. This uncertainty gives a dominant
error in top mass determination with this method [14]. As another example, the running
of the Higgs quartic coupling is aected signicantly by the error of s. These studies are
important, for instance, to investigate the stability of the vacuum of SM, which may give
us a hint about new physics beyond SM. Now that we do not have a distinct signal of new
physics, precise analyses become more important to increase sensitivity to new physics.
For this purpose, more accurate s is demanded.
s determination is performed by requiring a theoretical (in most cases perturbative)
prediction to match experimental (or lattice) data. In such analyses, various observables
are utilized: the hadronic  decays, e+e  ! jets processes, lattice simulations, etc. In
our analysis, we will use lattice result for the static QCD potential. The static QCD
potential describes an energy between (innitely) heavy quark and anti-quark and it plays
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an important role to investigate the QCD dynamics. Hence, it is extensively studied both
in lattice QCD and perturbation theory.
There are some advantages in a theoretical prediction for the static QCD potential.
First, we can utilize the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (NNNLO) result in pertur-
bation theory [2{4]. It helps to obtain a smaller error of s. Secondly, we can subtract
renormalons based on the actual perturbative series [12], namely not relying on the large-
0 approximation. In other words, the xed order results are correctly incorporated in the
Wilson coecient that we construct. In addition, since such a Wilson coecient contains
log-resummation, its prediction is valid at relatively longer distance range than usual xed
order results. Therefore, we can nd the region where both Wilson coecient and lattice
result are accurate.
We elaborate how renormalon subtraction is useful in s determination. We deter-
mine s based on the eective eld theory (EFT) called potential non-relativistic QCD
(pNRQCD) [10]. In this EFT, the soft scale  r 1 is already integrated out and the low
energy gluons (the ultrasoft gluons) remain. In this framework, the static QCD potential
can be evaluated in the short distance expansion in r (called the multipole expansion).
The leading term of this expansion is given by the so-called singlet potential VS(r). This
is the leading Wilson coecient, which can be calculated systematically with the renor-
malon subtracting method [12]. The NLO term (EUS) of the short distance expansion is
given through a correlation function of the ultrasoft chromoelectric elds, which behaves
as O(r2). Although the NLO term is dicult to calculate theoretically, this EFT tells
that the leading term VS and the static QCD potential VQCD dier by O(r2). From this
fact, s determination reduces to a problem that we should nd an s such that the dif-
ference between VS (depending on s) and VQCD obtained in a lattice simulation behaves
as O(r2). In this analysis, a theoretical error exists in the leading term VS since it will be
modied by higher order terms in perturbative series. Nevertheless, since the renormalon
uncertainties of the leading term are already removed, the error of this term is smaller
than the leading renormalon uncertainty (if suciently higher order terms are available).
Hence, with the above method, a theoretical error of s determination is expected to be
negligibly small ultimately. In contrast, if one uses perturbation theory straightforwardly,
the theoretical error originating from the renormalon uncertainty cannot be avoided. Our
method would become more important as the order of perturbation theory grows since
the renormalon problem becomes practical.
In our analysis, we use new lattice data calculated with the congurations generated
by the JLQCD group. We perform two analyses. The rst one is close to conventional
analysis, performed based on the continuum limit of the lattice data. In the second one,
we perform a global t without taking the continuum limit of the lattice data, which can
avoid the model-like analysis. We will present our results for MS and s(M
2
Z).
1.4 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chap. 2, we will review renormalon. The content
includes the concept of asymptotic series, derivation of an inevitable uncertainty, the
large-0 approximation and the relation between renormalon and OPE. Basic notations
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which are used in this thesis are also presented. In Chap. 3, our original formulation
to subtract renormalons is explained. A non-trivial power behavior hidden in a Wilson
coecient is one of the central focuses in this chapter. We also discuss how we can extract
a nonperturbative matrix element using our formulation. In Chap. 4, we present analyses
to determine s applying the method to subtract renormalons explained in the previous
chapter. The analysis of the lattice data, the method to determine s, and its error
estimation are fully explained. We will show our result for s(M
2
Z). Chap. 5 is devoted
to conclusions of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Renormalon
As explained in the introduction, renormalon limits the accuracy of perturbative predic-
tions. In this chapter, we will give a quantitative explanation on renormalon, and at the
same time, introduce basic notations which will be used in this thesis.
In Sec. 2.1, we explain how we can estimate an error of perturbation theory and derive
inevitable uncertainties in perturbative predictions. We start with assuming factorial
growth of perturbative coecients. In Sec. 2.2, we will derive a form of divergence assumed
in Sec. 2.1 in the so-called large-0 approximation. We will examine some examples and
consider the relation between renormalon uncertainties and OPE.
2.1 Asymptotic series and renormalon
In this section, we introduce the concept of asymptotic series. We derive a renormalon
uncertainty assuming a factorial behavior of perturbative coecients. The explanation is
given in general context and explicit examples are investigated in the next section.
Consider the perturbative series for an observable X(Q2) whose mass dimension is
zero and depends on a single variable Q2 (whose mass dim. is two):
X(Q2)jpert =
1X
n=0
dn(Q;)s()
n+1 ; (2.1)
where s is the coupling dened as s = g
2
s=(4). The prediction at the k-th order,
Xk(Q
2) =
k 1X
n=0
dn(Q;)s()
n+1 ; (2.2)
gives an approximation of a real X(Q2) up to the following error:1
jX(Q2) Xk(Q2)j  dkk+1s : (2.3)
The property (2.3) qualies perturbative series for an asymptotic series. From Eq. (2.3),
one may expect that the error of the k-th order perturbative prediction goes to 0 as
1 Strictly speaking, the property (2.3) is just an assumption, which is adopted implicitly in almost all
analyses using perturbation theory.
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k !1 if s < 1. However, this is not true since the perturbative coecient dn generally
shows factorial growth dn  n! as n becomes large. As a result, the error dkk+1s does not
go to zero (rather goes to innity) as k !1 even if we take an arbitrarily small coupling.
We discuss how we can obtain an optimal prediction when we assume the behavior
(1.3). We show Eq. (1.3) again with an explicit choice of the renormalization scale:
dn(Q; = Q) 

0
4l
n
n! ; (2.4)
where l is an integer or half integer and the -function is dened as
2
d
d2
s(
2) = (s) =  s
1X
i=0
i
s
4
i+1
: (2.5)
For a while, we assume the form (2.4), which will be derived in the next section.
First, we see how to obtain an optimal prediction by truncating perturbative series.
For brevity, we write
dn  n!vn (2.6)
with v = 0=(4l). A truncated series Xn gives an optimal prediction when its error is
minimized. From the property (2.3), this condition is written as
dn 1ns = dn
n+1
s : (2.7)
This gives
n =
1
sv
; (2.8)
where we denote this special n as n. We can estimate the size of the error remaining in
the optimal prediction Xn from Eq. (2.3). The error size is
dn
n+1
s  (vs)nn!
 en log (vs)en logne n
 e 1=(sv) ; (2.9)
where we used Stirling's formula. Interestingly, perturbative error takes a non-perturbative
form.2 Using the expression of the running coupling s(
2) at the 1-loop level (in the
modied minimal subtraction (MS) scheme),
s(
2) =
4
0
1
log (2=2QCD)
; (2.10)
the error (2.9) becomes
dn
n+1
s 

2QCD
Q2
 0
4v
: (2.11)
2 This is because the derivatives of the error (2.9) with respect to s go to zero as s ! 0 and the
error cannot be expanded in s.
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Thus, the factorial behavior (2.4) gives an error of order
2QCD
Q2
l
: (2.12)
We derived the inevitable error noted in the introduction [Eq. (1.5)]. In passing, if we
assume the behavior (1.2) [equivalent to setting v = m=(4)], we obtain the error
2QCD
Q2
m0
; (2.13)
which agrees with Eq. (1.4).
We can revisit the inevitable error using the concept of Borel transformation. It
provides us a more sophisticated way to analyze divergent series. A Borel transformation
is dened as a generating function of the coecient dn. In our convention, we dene it
as3
B^X(u) =
1X
n=0

4
0
n
dn
n!
un ; (2.15)
We mention important properties of this quantity. First, although the convergence radius
of the original series is zero, the Borel transformation has a non-zero convergence radius
thanks to the factor 1=n!. As a result, it can be regarded as an analytic function of
u. Secondly, the Borel transformation generally has singularities (except at u = 0).
They reect the factorial behaviors of the original series. For instance, from the factorial
behavior of Eq. (2.4), the Borel transformation reduces to
B^X(u)  1
1  u
l
(2.16)
and has a single pole at u = l. By expanding this, we obtain
B^X(u) 
1X
n=0
u
l
n
; (2.17)
which means the original series behave as Eq. (2.4) as seen from the denition (2.15). In
this thesis, renormalons are terminology representing the singularities of B^X(u). There-
fore, in this case, we say that we have the u = l renormalon. Renormalons tell us which
kind of factorial divergences are included in perturbative series. In QCD, singularities of
BX(u) at negative u are called UV renormalons, whereas singularities of BX(u) at posi-
tive u are called IR renormalons.4 One can see that a UV renormalon corresponds to a
sign-alternating series, while the IR renormalon to a non-sign-alternating series.
3 One can obtain coecient dn by
dn =

0
4
n
lim
u!0
dn
dun
B^X(u) : (2.14)
4 We will see how they are related to UV and IR scales in the next section.
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One of the most important benets of considering the Borel transformation is that we
can nd a candidate of the correct X. Consider the following quantity called the Borel
integral:
IX(Q
2) =
4
0
Z 1
0
duBX(u)e
 4u=(0s) : (2.18)
The expansion of IX in s coincides with its perturbative series. One can check this
by using integration by parts recursively. In addition, the dierence between IX(Q
2)
and its expansion satises the condition (2.3). It suggests that IX(Q
2) is a candidate
of the exact X(Q2). In this way, a nite quantity from which perturbative series would
arise is obtained through the Borel transformation. This procedure is called the Borel
summation, which corresponds to a resummation of divergent series. Certain divergent
series are correctly made nite by this procedure. However, the Borel integral cannot
always be dened well. Indeed, if one applies this formula to resum perturbative series,
an IR renormalon is problematic since it is located on the integration path of the Borel
integral. Namely, perturbative series is not Borel summable. In this case, we usually
dene the integral by deforming the integration contour in the complex u-plane to avoid
hitting the singularities. If one deforms a contour into the upper u-plane, the Borel
integral exhibits an imaginary part as
Im[IX+(Q
2)] =  4
0
lim
u!l
(u  l)BX(u)e 
4u
0s : (2.19)
If l is a single pole, we have
Im[IX+(Q
2)]   e  4l0s   

2QCD
Q2
l
: (2.20)
If the contour is deformed into the lower u-plane, we have
Im[IX (Q2)]  +e 
4l
0s  +

2QCD
Q2
l
: (2.21)
In this way, non-desirable imaginary part arises when an IR renormalon exists. Such
an imaginary part, which should not exist in a physical observable, is interpreted as an
inevitable uncertainty. One can see that it has the same size as the one reported using
truncation. Hence, IR renormalons essentially give the inevitable errors. In particular, the
rst IR renormalon u = uIR, closest to the origin, gives the largest inevitable uncertainty.
Therefore, the rst IR renormalon is particularly important. On the other hand, UV
renormalons do not cause any problem in dening the Borel integral, and thus, alternating
series can be resummed unambiguously using the above tools.
2.2 Renormalon in large-0 approximation
In this section, we examine renormalons in the so-called large-0 approximation. The
large-0 approximation gives all order perturbative series containing renormalon diver-
gences. We explain how all order perturbative series is obtained in this approximation
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Figure 2.1: The leading order diagrams contributing to the vacuum polarization of the
photon.
in Sec. 2.2.1, and see that this series contains factorial behaviors (2.4) in Sec 2.2.2. In
Sec. 2.2.3, we show explicit examples of perturbative series in this approximation and
consider the relation between renormalons and OPE.
2.2.1 Large-0 approximation
In the large-0 approximation, rst, we consider the leading contribution in nf , which is
the number of avors, at each order of perturbation theory. This gives partial all order
perturbative series. Then, shifting nf to a certain value, we obtain all order perturbative
series in the large-0 approximation.
We consider a quantity whose LO diagrams (in s) are given by one-gluon exchanging
ones, such as Fig 2.1. At NLO (2s), we consider the diagrams where a fermion bubble
is inserted into the gluon propagators of the leading order diagrams. This bubble gives a
factor proportional to snf . These diagrams give the leading contribution in the large-nf
expansion, while the other diagrams at this order give subleading contributions. Similarly,
at Nk+1LO we consider the diagrams with k-insertion of the fermion bubbles. In this way,
we get partial all-order perturbative series in the large-nf expansion:
X(Q2)jlarge nf =
1X
k=0
s(
2)
Z
d4pF (p)

 s(2)nfT
3
log

2e5=3
 p2
k
: (2.22)
Here p denotes the loop momentum of the gluon; F is the integrand calculated in the
leading order diagrams;5 T is a normalization constant of the generators (T a) of the
gauge theory [tr(T aT b) = Tab]. The vacuum polarization of fermions, renormalized in
the MS scheme, is shown inside the square bracket. In the case of QED, Eq. (2.22) is
rewritten as
X(Q2)jlarge nf ;QED =
1X
k=0
(2)
Z
d4pF (p)

 0;QED(
2)
4
log

2e5=3
 p2
k
(2.23)
using
QED() =
nf
3
2 + : : : (2.24)
5 Note that the fermion bubble can be regarded as the gluon loop momentum dependent vertex, and
therefore the form of integral receives small modication compared to the LO expression.
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2
d
d2
(2) = QED() = 
1X
i=0
i;QED
 
4
i+1
: (2.25)
The large-0 approximation respects the form of Eq. (2.23) also in asymptotically free
gauge theories like QCD. The large-0 approximation gives
X(Q2)jlarge 0 =
1X
k=0
s(
2)
Z
d4pF (p)

0s(
2)
4
log

2e5=3
 p2
k
: (2.26)
From this construction, the large-0 approximation is sometimes called \Naive Non-
Abelianization." In QCD, the same series is obtained by the shift nf ! nf   33=2 in
Eq. (2.22). We usually rotate p to the Euclidean region p! pE and treat the form after
performing integration over the angular variables of pE:
X(Q2)jlarge 0 =
1X
k=0
s(
2)
Z 1
0
d
2
wX


Q2

0s(
2)
4
log

2e5=3

k
; (2.27)
where  denotes p2E and we refer to wX as \weight." The weight reduces to a function of
a single variable =Q2.
2.2.2 Factorial behavior
The perturbative series (2.27) generally includes factorial behaviors. To see this, let us
assume that the weight behaves as
wX(x) 
(
xa (x 1)
1=xb (x 1) (2.28)
with positive a and b so that the integrals are UV and IR convergent. We detect factorial
divergences asZ 1
0
dx
x
wX(x)

0
4
k
(  log x)k 
Z 1
0
dx
x
xa

0
4
k
(  log x)k 

0
4a
k
k! (2.29)
andZ 1
1
dx
x
wX(x)

0
4
k
(  log x)k 
Z 1
1
dx
x
x b

0
4
k
(  log x)k 

  0
4b
k
k! : (2.30)
We obtained the form (2.4), which are assumed in Sec. 2.1. In particular, one can see
that the UV behavior of the weight gives sign-alternating series and the IR behavior of
the weight gives non-sign-alternating series. This is the origin of the names of UV and
IR renormalons.
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Tr
Figure 2.2: Contour C in the Wilson loop (2.32).
2.2.3 Examples
We present some examples of perturbative series in the large-0 approximation.
First, we show an example of the static QCD potential. The static QCD potential
(VQCD), which describes the energy between (innitely) heavy quark and anti-quark, is
obtained through the average of the Wilson loop:
hW [A]i =
Z
DAD D  W [A] exp(i
Z
d4xLQCD)
= const: exp[ iTVQCD(r)] (T !1) ; (2.31)
where the Wilson loop is dened as
W [A] = Tr

P exp

ig
I
C
dxA(x)

: (2.32)
The contour C is shown in Fig. 2.2. At leading order, the QCD potential is obtained as
VQCD(r) =  s
Z
d3p ei~p~rCF
4
p2
; (2.33)
where CF = 4=3 is the Casimir operator of the fundamental representation. After per-
forming integration over the angular variables, it can be reduced to a one dimensional
integral as
VQCD(r) =
s
r
Z 1
0
d
2
wV (r
2) ; (2.34)
where  denotes p2 and the weight is obtained as
wV (x) =  2CF sin
p
x : (2.35)
The expansion of wV (x) in x is given by
wV (x) =  2CFx1=2 + CF
3
x3=2 +O(x5=2) : (2.36)
From Eq. (2.29), we have the following factorial behavior in perturbative coecients in
the large-0 approximation:
dn 

0
2
n
n! (2.37)
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According to Eq. (2.12) [or Eqs. (2.20),(2.21)], the leading renormalon uncertainty is given
by
1
r
 (r22QCD)1=2 = QCD : (2.38)
This gives an uncertainty only to the constant part of the QCD potential. The next IR
renormalon u = 3
2
gives
dn 

0
6
n
n! ; (2.39)
which gives an r-dependent uncertainty of the order of
1
r
 (r22QCD)3=2 = 3QCDr2 : (2.40)
The Borel transformation for the static QCD potential can be obtained in an analytic
form. Generally, we have a simple relation between the Borel transformation and the
weight:
B^X(u)jlarge 0 =
1X
k=0
1
k!
Z 1
0
d
2
wX


Q2

log

2e5=3

k
=
Z
d
2
wX


Q2

2e5=3

u
=

Q2
2e5=3
 u
B(u) ; (2.41)
where
BX(u) =
Z 1
0
dx
2x
wX(x)x
 u (2.42)
For the static QCD potential, we obtain
BV (u) =
Z 1
0
d
2
wV (x)x
 u
=  2CF

 (2u) sin(u) (2.43)
One can see that the singularities of the Borel transformation (i.e. renormalons) are
located at u = 1
2
; 3
2
; 5
2
; : : : . This is indeed consistent with the above observation [c.f.
Eqs. (2.20),(2.21)].
Let us discuss the relation between renormalons and OPE in the case of the QCD
potential. For the QCD potential, potential non-relativistic QCD (pNRQCD) is known
as a solid framework to study the low energy dynamics [10]. In this EFT, we can perform
OPE in the form of the multipole expansion. The QCD potential is expanded in r and it
takes a form
VQCD(r) ' VS(r) + EUS(r) +O(r3) ; (2.44)
EUS =  2is
NC
Z 1
0
dt e itV (r) h0j~r  ~Ea(t)~r  ~Ea(0)j0i ; (2.45)
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where VS(r) is a Wilson coecient; Nc = 3 is the number of colors; V denotes the
energy dierence between the octet and singlet states; ~Ea denotes the color electric eld.
In naive perturbative evaluation, VQCD is identied with VS. While VS has the uncertainty
of O(3QCDr2), the rst nonperturbative eect is also O(3QCDr2). One may expect that
the renormalon uncertainty vanishes in the sum of the LO and NLO terms. Indeed, this
is the case and the cancellation of the u = 3=2 renormalon has been conrmed within the
leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy in Ref. [10]. In this way, all the renormalons of VS are
expected to vanish combined with the corresponding nonperturbative matrix elements in
the OPE framework.
As the second example, we treat the Adler function, which is the QCD corrections to
the photon vacuum polarization. We study the reduced Adler function D(Q2) with one
massless quark, dened as
D(Q2) = 42Q2
d(Q2)
dQ2
  1 ; (2.46)
where (Q2) is a correlator of the electro-magnetic quark current J(x) = q(x)q(x),
(qq   gq2)(Q2) =  i
Z
d4x e iqx h0jTJ(x)J(0)j0i ; Q2 =  q2 > 0 :
(2.47)
In Refs. [15, 16], the Borel transformation of the reduced Adler function in the large-0
approximation is calculated as [c.f. Eq. (2.41)]
BD(u) =
8NCCF
3
1
2  u
1X
k=2
( 1)kk
(k2   (1  u)2)2 ; (2.48)
The rst IR renormalon is located at uIR = 2. Thus, the leading behavior of BD(u) is
given by
BD(u) 
1X
n=0
u
2
n
; (2.49)
which corresponds to
dn 

0
8
n
n! : (2.50)
According to Eq. (2.12) [or Eqs. (2.20),(2.21)], the leading inevitable uncertainty is given
by O(4QCD=Q4). The UV renormalons are located at u =  1; 2; 3; : : : and the IR
renormalons at u = 2; 3; 4; : : : . Apart from the u = 2 renormalon, the other renormalons
are double poles.
Here we discuss how the reduced Adler function is calculated in the OPE framework.
For the current-current correlator, we can perform OPE by considering the limit x  0.
Now that we treat its Fourier transformation, the expansion parameter is 1=Q2. Local
operators contributing to the Adler function should respect Lorentz and gauge symmetries,
since otherwise they vanishes when we take their vacuum expectation values (VEVs).
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Such operators are 1 (identity operator), GaGa and higher dimensional operators, and
therefore, we have the following form:
D(Q2) = C1(Q
2) + CGG(Q
2)
h0jGaGa j0i
Q4
+ : : : ; (2.51)
where C1 and CGG are Wilson coecients. The VEV of G
aGa is a nonperturbative
matrix element known as the gluon condensate. The second term in Eq. (2.51) is of the
order of 4QCD=Q
4 as seen from a simple dimensional analysis. This is the rst nonpertur-
bative eect appearing in OPE. In contrast, C1 is identied as a perturbative part and the
renomalon structure can be understood by Eq. (2.48) in the large-0 approximation. We
saw that the leading renormalon uncertainty in C1 is O(4QCD=Q4). It has the same size
as the NLO term in OPE. This fact indicates that the renormalon uncertainty vanishes
when combined with the local gluon condensate. However, at this stage, this cancellation
is not established unlike the case of the u = 3=2 renormalon in the QCD potential. To
conrm this, we should develop an EFT for the Adler function, which is still not known.
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Chapter 3
Formulation to subtract renormalons
In this chapter, we present a formulation to subtract renormalons. In Sec. 3.1, we present
our general formulation to subtract (or separate) renormalon uncertainties of the Wilson
coecient at LO in OPE. In Sec. 3.2, we apply our formulation to the Adler function and
the static QCD potential. In Sec 3.3, we present a method to apply our formulation to nu-
merical determination of nonperturbative matrix element. Such determination is required
to practically overcome renormalon uncertainties. In Sec. 3.4, we make an argument that
supports a non-trivial power behavior found in a Wilson coecient. In Sec. 3.5, we present
analyses for the static QCD potential beyond the large-0 approximation, which will be
used in the next chapter to determine s.
The contents of Secs. 3.1-3.4 are mainly based on Refs. [17, 18],1 and that of Sec. 3.5
is a review of Ref. [12].
3.1 Formulation
We have observed that the large-0 approximation gives all order perturbative series con-
taining renormalons consistent with OPE. We propose a method to subtract renormalons
based on this approximation.
For the perturbative series (2.27), if we perform innite sum about k inside the integral,
it reduces to a simple form:
X(Q2)resum =
Z 1
0
d
2
wX


Q2

0() ; (3.1)
where
s
1X
k=0

log

2e5=3

k 
0s
4
k
=
s
1  0s
4
log

2e5=3

 = 0() (3.2)
with
0() =
4
0
1
log (e 5=3=2QCD)
: (3.3)
1 Application to the QCD potential has been investigated throughout in Ref. [12].
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We substituted the running coupling at 1-loop. The quantity (3.1) corresponds to the
resummation of the series (2.27).2 However, this quantity is just formal since 0() has
a pole on the integration path. Here IR region of the loop momentum (  2QCD) causes
this problem. To cope with this, we introduce a factorization scale f , which satises
e5=6QCD  f  Q, and start from
X0(Q
2;f ) =
Z 1
2f
d
2
wX


Q2

0() : (3.4)
This corresponds to the Wilson coecient of the leading operator. The cuto dependence
of Eq. (3.4) is given by
2f
d
d2f
X0(Q
2;f )  wX

2f
Q2

0(
2
f ) : (3.5)
Since the behavior of wX at 
2
f=Q
2  1 is determined by the renormalons of X, we can
interpret that the renormalon uncertainties are replaced with the cuto dependent terms.
Thus, we try to extract a f -independent part from this quantity, corresponding to a
renormalon free part.
Our method to nd f -independent part consists of two steps: (i) Rewrite the weight
wX(x) by a new function WX(z) which is analytic in the upper half-plane and is related
to wX(x) by
2 ImWX(x) = wX(x) (x 2 R and x > 0) : (3.6)
We refer to WX as \pre-weight." (We will shortly present a construction of WX .) (ii) De-
form the integral path in the complex  -plane. The original integral path is decomposed
as follows:
Then Eq. (3.4) is rewritten as
X0(Q
2;f ) =Im
Z 1
2f
d

WX


Q2

0() (3.7)
=Im
Z
Ca
d

WX


Q2

0()  Im
Z
Cb
d

WX


Q2

0() : (3.8)
The rst term of Eq. (3.8) (integral along Ca) is clearly independent of f . Although
the second term (integral along Cb) is apparently f -dependent, it also includes f -
independent part.
2 X(Q2)resum is formally equal to the Borel sum of the perturbative series in the large-0 approxima-
tion.
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Since 2f  Q2 it would be justied to expandWX(=Q2) about  = 0 along Cb. Then
the second term of Eq. (3.8) is expressed in the large-Q2 expansion:
Im
Z
Cb
d

WX


Q2

0() = Im
X
n0
Z
Cb
d

cn


Q2
n
0() ; (3.9)
with3
WX(z) =
X
n0
cnz
n : (3.10)
The f -dependence of the integral of each term of Eq. (3.9) can be classied into two
cases.
Case (I): If the coecient cn is real, the complex conjugate of the integral along Cb
becomes the integral along Cb since the integrand satises the relation ff(z)g = f(z).
Hence, we obtain
Im
Z
Cb
d

cn


Q2
n
0() =
1
2i
 Z
Cb
 
Z
Cb
!
d

cn


Q2
n
0()
=
1
2i
Z
CQCD
d

cn


Q2
n
0()
=  4cn
0
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
; (3.11)
where the integration contours Cb and CQCD are dened as below.
Here we use the fact that Cb   Cb becomes a closed contour surrounding the pole at
e5=32QCD. Therefore the result is f -independent and can be calculated analytically by
the Cauchy theorem. We see that positive powers of QCD appear.
Case (II): If the coecient cn has a non-zero imaginary part, the above argument does
not hold since the integrand does not satisfy the relation ff(z)g = f(z). In this case
f -dependence remains in the result:
Im
Z
Cb
d

cn


Q2
n
0() = O((2f=Q2)n) : (3.12)
3 We assume that the small-z expansion ofWX(z) exists, where the expansion can include half-integer
powers of z or powers of log z. For simplicity we explain in the case where WX is expanded as Taylor
series in z. In other cases, it only matters whether the integrand satises the relation ff(z)g = f(z)
or not in classifying the Cases (I) and (II) in the following discussion.
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Thus, f -independent part appears not only from the integral along Ca but also from the
integral along Cb depending on whether the expansion coecient cn is real or complex.
We can nd whether the coecient cn in Eq. (3.10) is real or complex without a concrete
form of WX . The insight is obtained using the expansions of wX [Eq. (3.26)] and WX
[Eq. (3.10)] and the relation between them [Eq. (3.6)]. Schematically the relation can be
understood as follows:
n =2 UIR  ! 2 Im cn = bn = 0  ! cn 2 R  ! case (I)
n 2 UIR  ! 2 Im cn = bn 6= 0  ! cn =2 R  ! case (II) (3.13)
Namely, the knowledge on the IR renormalons of X0(Q
2) is sucient to judge f -
independence of each term of Eq. (3.9).
From the above observation, by taking the terms for 0  n < uIR of Eq. (3.9) and
the rst term of Eq. (3.8), we obtain the general result for X0(Q
2;f ), where the f -
independent part XUV(Q
2) is separated:
X0(Q
2;f ) = XUV(Q
2) +O   2f=Q2uIR : (3.14)
XUV(Q
2) = Im
Z
Ca
d

WX


Q2

0() +
X
0n<uIR
4cn
0
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
: (3.15)
This is one of the main results in this thesis. XUV(Q
2) is insensitive to IR physics and
can be regarded as a genuine UV contribution.
We rewrite XUV as
XUV(Q
2) = X0(Q
2) +
X
0<n<uIR
4cn
0
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
; (3.16)
with
X0(Q
2) = Im
Z
Ca
d

WX


Q2

0() +
4c0
0
: (3.17)
X0(Q
2) can be regarded as the leading term in XUV since the asymptotic form of X0 as
Q2 !1 is given by
X0(Q
2)! d0s(Q) = 4d0
0
1
log(Q2=2QCD)
: (3.18)
This behavior is consistent with the renormalization-group (RG) equation.4 (See Ref. [18]
for the derivation of the above equation.) Note that 1= logQ2-term gives a more dominant
contribution than power behaviors for large Q2. As a result, XUV(Q
2), which is the sum of
X0 and power behavior in 
2
QCD=Q
2 whose power is less than uIR, gives a leading behavior
of X0(Q
2;f ) for large Q
2. In explicit examples (Sec. 3.2), we will see that Eq. (3.16)
4 Since the leading logarithmic terms are proportional to s()[0s() log(Q=)]
n, they are incor-
porated correctly by the large-0 approximation. The modication of the perturbative series by the IR
cuto is power-suppressed  (2f=Q2)k, hence the leading large-Q2 behavior is determined by the one-loop
RG equation.
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represents a separation of XUV(Q
2) into a logarithmic term 5 (non-power correction term)
X0 and power correction terms  (2QCD=Q2)n (in a certain scheme choice).
Up to this point we have considered a general pre-weight WX(z), which is analytic in
the upper half-plane and satises the relation (3.6). A pre-weight which satises these
conditions can be constructed systematically as
WX(z) =
Z 1
0
dx
2
wX(x)
x  z   i0 ; (3.19)
due to the relation Imf(x z  i0) 1g = (x z) for x; z 2 R. The integral in Eq. (3.19)
always converges when X(Q2) at leading order does not contain divergences. Note that
there are potentially an innite number of candidates for the pre-weightWX since Eq. (3.6)
does not restrict its real part on the positive real axis. Thus, WX dened by Eq. (3.19)
represents just one possibility and we refer to the choice Eq. (3.19) as \massive gluon
scheme." This is because this construction is equivalent to replacing the gluon propagator
to that with a tachyonic mass m2 =   in the leading order contribution [Eq. (2.27) with
k = 0]: 6Z 1
0
d(p2)
2
wX(p
2=Q2)
p2
!
Z 1
0
d(p2)
2
wX(p
2=Q2)
p2      i0 =W
(m)
X (=Q
2) ; (3.20)
where W
(m)
X denotes the pre-weight in the massive gluon scheme.
For later convenience, we introduce WX+ from the pre-weight in the massive gluon
scheme as
W
(m)
X+ (z)  W (m)X ( z) =
Z 1
0
dx
2
wX(x)
x+ z   i0 : (3.21)
This function is real for z > 0 since wX(x) is real and x + z > 0. Using this function,
Eq. (3.17) can be expressed as7
X0(Q
2) =
Z 1
0
d

W
(m)
X+


Q2

Im0(  + i0) +
4c0
0
; (3.22)
Im0(  + i0) =
4
0
 
log2 (e 5=3=2QCD) + 2
; (3.23)
in the case that it is justied to deform the integral path Ca to the straight line connecting
 = 0 to  1. This expression has a good analytical property as we will see later (Secs. 3.2
and 3.4).
5 By a \logarithmic term" we mean a term which is closest to (Q2=2QCD)
P with P = 0 in the entire
range 0 < Q2 < 1, if it is compared with a single power dependence on Q2 (for an integer P ); see
Figs. 3.1.
6 There exist many studies on low-energy QCD phenomena (especially chiral symmetry breaking and
connement) in terms of massive gluons [19{21]. We stress, however, that we study perturbative (UV)
contributions using WX .
7 A quantity similar to XUV with this X0 is derived in Ref. [22] using a regularized Borel integral.
Our derivation is dierent from theirs in that our result does not contain renormalon uncertainties since
we subtract IR modes in Eq. (3.4).
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3.2 Examples
In this section, we apply the above formulation to explicit examples and examine the
behaviors at short distances. We study the reduced Adler function [17] and the static
QCD potential [23], and especially extract their renormalon free and factorization scale
independent part.
Adler function
The Adler function is suited to test our method, in particular since OPE can be performed.
The rst IR renormalon is located at uIR = 2 [24], and thus the renormalon uncertainty
is fairly suppressed.
We dene the reduced Adler function in the large-0 approximation with an IR cuto
as
D0(Q
2;f ) =
Z 1
2f
d
2
wD


Q2

0() : (3.24)
We need the weight for the Adler function. For this, we have an inverted formula of
Eq. (2.42) [25]:
wX(x) =
1
i
Z u0+i1
u0 i1
duBX(u)x
u ; (3.25)
where u0 is chosen to be between the rst IR and the rst UV renormalons.
8 The weight
wD(x) is given by [25]
wD(x) =
NCCF
3

(7  4 log x)x2 + 4x(1 + x)fLi2( x) + log x log (1 + x)g ;x < 1
3 + 2 log x+ 4x(1 + log x) + 4x(1 + x)fLi2( x 1)  log x log (1 + x 1)g ;x > 1 ;
(3.27)
The rst IR renormalon is located at uIR = 2, as can be seen from the expansion of wD(x)
and Eq. (3.26):
wD(x) = NCCFx
2 + : : : : (3.28)
The pre-weight W
(m)
D and W
(m)
D+ in the massive gluon scheme, obtained via Eq. (3.19) are
8 Especially, the expansion of wX in x can be obtained by
wX(x) =
X
n2UIR
bnx
n =  2
X
n2UIR
Resu=n[BX(u)x
u] ; (3.26)
where UIR denotes the set of IR renormalons. When the u = n renormalon is a single poles, bn is just a
constant. When it is a multipole, bn changes to a polynomial of log x.
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given by
W
(m)
D (z) =
NCCF
12
h
3 + 16z(z + 1)H(z)  14z2 log ( z)
+ 8z(z + 1)f  log( z)Li2( z) + Li3(z) + Li3( z)g
+ 4f2z2 + 2z + 1  4z(z + 1) log (1 + z)gLi2(z)
+ 2(7z2   4z   3) log (1  z)  82z(z + 1) log (1 + z)
+ 4fz2   z(z + 1) log(1 + z)g log2 ( z)
+ 2(42   73)z2 + 2(11  73)z
i
(3.29)
and
W
(m)
D+ (z)  W (m)D ( z) : (3.30)
Here, we dene H(z) =
R 1
z
dx x 1 log (1 + x) log (1  x); Lin(z) =
P1
k=1
zk
kn
denotes the
polylogarithm; k = (k) denotes the Riemann zeta function.
9 We present another expres-
sion of W
(m)
D in App. A, which is lengthier but exhibits the structure of the singularities
more clearly. The rst few terms of the small-z expansion of W
(m)
D is given by
10
W
(m)
D (z) = NCCF

1
4
+
2(4  33)
3
z +
10  123   3 log z + 3i
6
z2 + : : :

: (3.31)
Following the discussion in the general case, we can extract the f -independent part DUV:
D0(Q
2;f ) = DUV(Q
2) +O(4f=Q4) (3.32)
with
DUV(Q
2) = D0(Q
2) +
8(4  33)e5=3NCCF
30
2QCD
Q2
; (3.33)
D0(Q
2) =
Z 1
0
d

W
(m)
D+


Q2

Im0(  + i0) +
NCCF
0
: (3.34)
The 2QCD=Q
2-term arises from the z1-term of the pre-weight WD(z); see Eq. (3.31). The
large-z behavior of WD(z) allows rotation of the integration contour and we write D0 as
in Eq. (3.22). The asymptotic behaviors of D0(Q
2) are obtained as
D0(Q
2)!
(
NCCF
0
1
log (Q2=2QCD)
as Q2 !1
NCCF
0
as Q2 ! 0
; (3.35)
and these asymptotic forms are interpolated smoothly in the intermediate region. Hence,
qualitatively D0 behaves as a constant term with a logarithmic correction at large Q
2.
In Fig. 3.1, DUV, D0 and the 
2
QCD=Q
2-term of Eq. (3.33) are plotted as functions of
2QCD=Q
2. The 2QCD=Q
2-term naturally explains the power-like behavior of DUV, which
9 H(z) can be expressed using the harmonic polylogarithms.
10 This series expansion was obtained in Ref. [22].
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Figure 3.1: [Left] DUV [Eq. (3.33)], D0 [Eq. (3.34)] and the 2QCD=Q
2-term [Eq.(3.33)] as
functions of 2QCD=Q
2. [Right] Derivatives of DUV, D0 and the 
2
QCD=Q
2-term with respect to
Q^ 2  2QCD=Q2.
looks linear in this gure. In fact, the derivative of DUV is given by the 
2
QCD=Q
2-term
dominantly in the range 2QCD=Q
2 & 0:01.
The f -dependence of the 1=Q
4-term in Eq. (3.32) shows a sensitivity to IR dynamics
and can be interpreted in the context of OPE. The OPE of the reduced Adler function
is given in Eq. (2.51). There, the gluon condensate is determined by IR dynamics and it
would have a dependence on the UV cuto scale f of the low energy eective theory. We
can interpret that the IR cuto dependence of D0(Q
2;f ) at the order 1=Q
4 in Eq. (3.32)
is a counterpart of the UV cuto dependence of the gluon condensate. In other words, if we
include the gluon condensate as determined by IR dynamics, the leading f -dependence
of D0(Q
2;f ) would be canceled and the 1=Q
4-term is expected to be reduced to order
4QCD=Q
4.
In the OPE framework, DUV including the 
2
QCD=Q
2-term is identied with C1 in
Eq. (2.51). In this sense, the f -independent 
2
QCD=Q
2-term does not conict with the
structure of OPE, and what we have found in this section is a non-trivial behavior of the
Wilson coecient C1 of the reduced Adler function. Due to this power correction, we
conclude that the Adler function has the leading power dependence as 2QCD=Q
2 rather
than 4QCD=Q
4 at large Q2 as long as the large-0 approximation is valid. (We discuss
subtle issues on the 2QCD=Q
2-term further in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4.)
Finally we comment on the analytic structure of the Adler function. It is known that
the Adler function in perturbative QCD is an analytic function in the complex Q2-plane,
with a cut along the negative axis from Q2 = 0 corresponding to the threshold of massless
partons, and with the 1=(0 logQ
2) singularity at Q2 =1 dictated by the RG equation.
One can see that the expression of DUV of Eq. (3.33) with Eq. (3.34) indeed satises these
requirements. The cut arises from the property of W
(m)
D+ that it has an imaginary part
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when the argument becomes negative due to the relation (3.6). However, if we represent
D0 as in Eq. (3.17), it cannot be regarded as an analytic function of Q
2 since it is given
by the imaginary part of a function. The representation (3.17) is dened only for real
positive Q2, whereas the representation (3.22) is dened in the entire complex Q2 plane.
They are equivalent only if we limit Q2 to a real positive parameter. Thus, from the
viewpoint of analyticity, the latter representation turns out to be superior to the former.
QCD potential
We apply the renormalon subtracting method to the static QCD potential [12]. We
introduce an explicit factorization scale f , and dene the singlet potential, which is the
leading term in the multipole expansion, as
V0(r;f ) =
1
r
Z 1
2f
d
2
wV (r
2)0() ; (3.36)
with the weight wV dened in Eq. (2.35). According to Eq. (3.19), we can construct the
pre-weight as
WV (z) =  CF ei
p
z (3.37)
The expansion of WV (z) reads
WV (z) =  CF

1 + iz1=2   z
2
  i
6
z3=2 + : : :

(3.38)
From this, we can obtain the following form:
VS(r;f ) = V0(r) + const:+ C1r + C2(f )r2 +O(r3) ; (3.39)
where V0(r) and C1 are f independent, obtained as
V0(r) =
1
r
Z 1
0
d

f CF e 
p
r2gIm0(  + i0) 
4CF
0

; (3.40)
C1 = 2CF e
5=3
0
2QCD ; (3.41)
Note that Ca was deformed into the straight line connecting  = 0 to  1 to reduce to
the above expression. The asymptotic form of V0(r) is given by
V0(r)!
(
 CF
r
4
0
1
log (1=(r22QCD))
as r2 ! 0
 CF
r
as r2 !1
: (3.42)
In contrast, the r0-term (const:) and r2-term are f dependent. The constant part is not
signicant in many cases like in the QCD force. Hence, in Fig. 3.2, we show the behavior
of the renormalon free part of the QCD potential by omitting the constant part:
VUV(r) = V0(r) + C1r : (3.43)
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Figure 3.2: Renormalon free part of the static QCD potential. We show the behavior of
Eq. (3.43) and each term as functions of QCDr.
At this stage, we cannot determine the r2-term in a factorization scale independent
way. This is caused by the u = 3=2 renormalon.11 The coecient C2(f ) is given by
C2(f ) = Im
Z
Cb
d


  i
6
CF 
3=2

0() : (3.44)
The u = 3=2 renormalon cancellation is known in Refs. [10, 23]. Based on this fact, it
is conrmed in Ref. [26] that the cuto dependence, appearing in the LO term, vanishes
when combined with the NLO term in the multipole expansion. Hence, in our strategy,
we include this part of O(3fr2) in the NLO term. By this, we can dene both the LO
and NLO terms in a renormalon (cuto dependence) independent way.
We notice that the formulation presented here is further developed so that it is ap-
plicable for the NLO term of the multipole expansion. In Ref. [26], a renormalon free
part of EUS is extracted with an extended formulation, assuming the ultrasoft scale is
much larger than QCD, and the rst nonperturbative eect given through the local gluon
condensate is dened in a renormalon free way. Hence, such a formulation is indeed com-
patible with renormalon cancellations in OPE and can dene each term of expansion in
a renormalon free way.
11 The expansion of wS (and thereby the imaginary part of WS) is directly related to the structure of
the renormalons as pointed out in Ref. [25].
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3.3 Approach to determination of nonperturbative
matrix element
In this section, we argue how the above method is useful to determine nonperturbative
matrix element. This is one of the most important points that our formulation makes
possible. To prepare for this, we rst discuss the non-uniqueness of a choice of pre-weight.
3.3.1 Scheme dependence of XUV
As pointed out in Sec. 3.1, a pre-weight cannot be determined uniquely from the relation
(3.6). In particular, XUV can be regarded as a functional of the pre-weight by construction.
We interpret that a dierent choice of WX corresponds to a calculation in a dierent
scheme. We examine the eect of scheme dependence here.
Consider two dierent pre-weights both satisfying the relation (3.6); W
(i)
X (z) (i = 1; 2).
Following the general discussion above, we obtain XUV from each pre-weight:
X
(i)
UV = X
(i)
0 (Q
2) +
X
0<n<uIR
4c
(i)
n
0
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
(3.45)
with
X
(i)
0 (Q
2) = Im
Z
Ca
d

W
(i)
X


Q2

0() +
4c
(i)
0
0
; (3.46)
where W
(i)
X (z) =
P
n0 c
(i)
n zn. The dierence between X
(1)
0 and X
(2)
0 is given by
X
(2)
0  X(1)0 =Im
Z
Ca
d


W
(2)
X


Q2

 W (1)X


Q2

0() +
4(c
(2)
0   c(1)0 )
0
: (3.47)
In the integral along Cb we assumed that it is justied to expand WX(z) for suciently
small jzj. Accordingly, we assume that W (z)  W (2)X (z) W (1)X (z) is regular at any point
z0 2 R and 0 < z0 <  for 9 > 0 (suciently close to the origin).12 Namely, W (z) can
be expanded in Taylor series about z = z0 with a non-zero radius of convergence:
W (z) =
X
n0
An(z0) (z   z0)n ; z0 2 R and 0 < z0 <  : (3.48)
Since Im W = 0 on the positive real axis, (i) the integral along Ca in Eq. (3.47) is equal
to that along Cb, and (ii) An(z0) 2 R, hence fW (z)g = W (z) is satised along the
path Cb if Q
2  2f . Then, by exploiting the same procedure as in Eq. (3.11), the rst
12 The reason to exclude z0 = 0 is to cope with possible existence of log z or
p
z. (See footnote 3.)
Note that even if the small-z expansion of WX(z) includes log z or
p
z we expect that the expansion has
a domain of convergence close to the origin; see the examples in Sec. 3.2.
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term of Eq. (3.47) can be reduced to
Im
Z
Ca
d

W


Q2

0() = Im
Z
Cb
d

W


Q2

0()
=  4
0
W
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!
=  4
0
X
n0
(c(2)n   c(1)n )
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
: (3.49)
It means that the dierence of X
(i)
0 (Q
2) is given by13
X
(2)
0 (Q
2) X(1)0 (Q2) =  
4
0
X
n>0
(c(2)n   c(1)n )
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
: (3.50)
Furthermore, according to Eq. (3.45) we obtain the dierence of X
(i)
UV as
X
(2)
UV(Q
2) X(1)UV(Q2) =  
X
nuIR
4(c
(2)
n   c(1)n )
0
 
e5=32QCD
Q2
!n
= O   2QCD=Q2uIR : (3.51)
One can see that the dierence ofXUV in dierent schemes is smaller than the last included
term of the (2QCD=Q
2)n-terms in XUV(Q
2). Namely, the f -independent part XUV has a
minor dependence on the scheme, which is the same order as an uncertainty induced by
the rst IR renormalon, and we conrm validity of our result of XUV taking into account
the scheme dependence.
Note that the scheme dependence of O((2QCD=Q2)uIR) is dierent from a renormalon
uncertainty. In particular this does not disturb the determination of the leading nonper-
turbative matrix element. We will elaborate on this point in the next subsection.
3.3.2 Method to determine nonperturbative matrix element
Here we discuss how we can extract the leading nonperturbative matrix element by, for
instance, comparison with lattice data. We consider the Adler function as an example.
In OPE, let us consider up to the order including the leading nonperturbative matrix
element:
D(Q2)j1=Q4 = C1(Q2;f ) + CGG
h0jGaGa j0i (f )
Q4
: (3.52)
In this case, we should take into account up to 1=Q4-term of C1(Q
2) for consistency. Since
C1 is identied with D0(Q
2;f ) approximately, we have
D(Q2)j1=Q4 = DUV(Q2) + 4a2
0
 
2QCDe
5=3
Q2
!2
+O

b2
2f
Q2
2
+ CGG
h0jGaGa j0i (f )
Q4
(3.53)
13Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (3.50) is O(2QCD=Q2) and the asymptotic form of X0(Q2) at
Q2 !1 shown in Eq. (3.18) is not modied.
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Here we expect that the f -dependence gets cancelled, and denote the f -independent part
of the sum of the third and forth terms as CGG
h0jGaGa j0i
Q4
. In fact, we can determine this
f -independent part in a scheme independent way. To show this, we consider D(Q
2)j1=Q4
in two dierent schemes:
D(i)(Q2)j1=Q4 = D(i)UV(Q2) +
4a
(i)
2
0
 
2QCDe
5=3
Q2
!2
+ CGG
h0jGaGa j0i
Q4
: (3.54)
Then the dierence of D(i)(Q2)j1=Q4 is
scheme[D(Q
2)j1=Q4 ] = O(6QCD=Q6) : (3.55)
This can be obtained in a way getting Eq. (3.51). (Note that c
(2)
2   c(1)2 = a(2)2   a(1)1 since
there is no scheme dependence in b2, which is xed by the relation (3.6).) Thus we can
conclude that the factorization scale independent quantity can be determined within the
following error:
scheme[CGG
h0jGaGa j0i
Q4
] = O(6QCD=Q6) ; (3.56)
where we used D(Q2)jobs:  D(Q2)j1=Q4 = O(6QCD=Q6). The error is indeed smaller than
the size of the term that we want to determine. This is an important property, which
cannot be achieved unless we subtract IR renormalons.
3.4 Uniqueness of pre-weight
Although we basically have many possible choices of a pre-weight, we show that if we
require certain additional conditions for pre-weight it is determined uniquely. We will
observe that these conditions also enable us to represent XUV(Q
2) as an analytic function
straightforwardly with respect to 1=Q2 consistently with physical requirements.
Consider the following conditions14:
(0) WX(z) is analytic in the upper half-plane, and
2 ImWX(x) = wX(x) for x  0 : (3.57)
(1) ImWX(x) = 0 for x  0 : (3.58)
(2)
Z
CR
dz
z
WX(z) is absolutely convergent to 0 as R!1;
where CR = fReij0    g: (3.59)
These conditions in fact make a pre-weight unique. To show this, let us consider two
pre-weights satisfying the above conditions (W
(i)
X (z) for i = 1; 2). The dierence between
these two (WX(z) = W
(2)
X  W (1)X ) should satisfy
Im WX(x) = 0 (x 2 R) ; (3.60)
14 The condition (0) is already included in the denition of a general WX(z).
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Z
CR
dz
z
:WX(z) is absolutely convergent to 0 as R!1 (3.61)
The second equation leads to the dispersion relation:
Pr:
Z 1
 1
dx

WX(x)
x  x0 = iWX(x
0) : (3.62)
Here Pr: denotes the principal value integral and x0 is a real parameter. Taking the
imaginary part of the both sides and using Eq. (3.60), we obtain
Re WX(x) = 0 (x 2 R) : (3.63)
Therefore, we see
WX(x) = 0 (x 2 R) : (3.64)
It means that WX(z) is identically zero (by the identity theorem). Hence, the pre-weight
is unique.
In particular, the massive gluon scheme is uniquely chosen in our explicit examples
studied in Sec. 3.2 under the conditions (0)-(2) since the pre-weights indeed satisfy all the
conditions.
Then, at least in our examples, under the conditions (0)-(2) we can represent X0 as
in Eq. (3.22), which is an analytic expression in terms of 2QCD=Q
2. We already observed
that it gives the correct analytic structure required from physical cut singularities in the
case of the Adler function. From these facts, we consider that the massive gluon scheme
is special and favored uniquely.
3.5 Analysis beyond large-0 approximation for QCD
potential
We have discussed a framework to subtract renormalon for a general observable within the
large-0 approximation. However this approximation has a defect that it is not systematic,
and in particular, we cannot incorporate the correct perturbative result beyond LO in this
approximation. Hence XUV, constructed in this approximation, does not have the correct
series expansion beyond LO. Today, we do not know either how we can obtain all order
perturbative series which is consistent with the correct xed order results or how we can
dene a renormalon subtracted quantity from that even if such all order perturbative
series are obtained.
However, especially for the static QCD potential, analyses beyond the large-0 approx-
imation are possible. Namely, one can dene a renormalon subtracted quantity, whose
series expansion coincides with the correct perturbative series of the static QCD potential.
The key to this is that the static QCD potential is formally given in a similar form as
the one-dimensional integral (3.1) at any order of perturbation theory. It enables us to
use a similar formulation to the one in the large-0 approximation. In this section, we
explain this method. The prediction obtained here will be utilized as an essential part of
the theoretical prediction in the analysis of s determination, which will be explained in
Chap. 4. The explanation here of this part is a review of Ref. [12].
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We start from the formal expression of the QCD potential:
VQCD(r) =
Z
ddq
(2)d
ei~q~r

 4CF V (q
2)
q2

: (3.65)
V is often referred to as the V-scheme coupling. We regard this coupling as an eective
coupling, and then the above form is equivalent to Eq. (3.1) once it is reduced to a one-
dimensional integral form. There is no diculty to perform this. The V-scheme coupling
is calculated in perturbation theory as
PTV (q
2) = s(
2)
X
n0
Pn(log (r))

s(
2)
4
n
= s(q
2)
X
n0
an

s(q
2)
4
n
; (3.66)
where Pn is a polynomial and an = Pn(0). If we know an, the remaining log-dependence
of Pn is determined by the RGE. Currently, the NNNLO result, namely up to a3, is
known [2{4].
The procedure to extract a renormalon free part can be sketched as follows. By
following the steps below, one can perform analyses at an arbitrary order in principle.
1) Truncate the perturbative series for V (q
2) at an arbitrary order n = k, then
calculate the evolution of V (q
2) according to the NkLO RGE.15 Then we have
V (q
2)NkLL (3.68)
2) Introduce a factorization scale as
VQCD(r;f ) =
Z
q>f
ddq
(2)d
ei~q~r

 4CF V (q
2)NkLL
q2

(3.69)
3) Extract a factorization scale independent part
We note that the known renomalons of the QCD potential stem from the integral with
respect to the Fourier transformation in Eq. (3.65). Hence the procedure 2) is sucient
to make the QCD potential free from renormalons.
15 It means that we should take into account up to k in the RGE to evaluate s(q
2) being in V (q
2)
[see Eq. (2.5) for the denition of the -function]. For instance, if we perform analysis at LO, we obtain
the evolution of V (q
2) explicitly as
V (q
2)LL = a0  s(q2)LL = a0  4
0
1
log (q2=2QCD)
: (3.67)
At higher order, it is generally dicult to calculate the evolution of s(q
2) (and thereby V (q
2)) analyt-
ically. However, for our purpose, a numerical evaluation, which can be performed easily, is sucient. In
passing, in the large-0 approximation, it is equivalent to using the LO result for V (q
2) and replacing
s(q
2)LL with 0(q
2).
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We will elaborate on the procedure 3). To perform this, we rst should reduce
Eq. (3.69) to a one-dimensional integral form as
VQCD(r;f ) =  1
r
Z 1
f
dq
2q
4CF sin(qr)V (q
2) : (3.70)
Here we slightly change convention from that of Sec. 3.1 and regard 4CF sin(qr) as a
weight. Using a pre-weight (2CF e
iqr),16 we can rewrite it as
VQCD(r;f ) =  1
r
Im
Z 1
f
dq
qr
2CF e
iqrV (q
2) : (3.71)
By the contour deformation presented in Sec. 3.1, we can extract a factorization inde-
pendent part from the above quantity. Since the form of the pre-weight is insensitive
to the order that we consider, the factorization scale independent part is obtained in a
similar form as the one in the large-0 approximation. In other words, we always obtain a
Coulomb plus linear type prediction as a renormalon free part. However there is a remark
about the contour Cb. At the order beyond LO (or beyond the large-0 approximation),
the singularity around 2QCD of s(q
2) [and thereby V (q
2)] changes to the cut singularity
along the real negative axis. Therefore, we cannot close the contour Cb at the origin even
in Case (I). However, we want to emphasize that the right edge of the contour Cb can be
closed in Case (I) since there is no obstacle on this side. Hence the result of the linear co-
ecient (or more broadly, part corresponding to XUV) is obtained in the f -independent
way. Although the existence of the cut makes the analytical calculation of XUV dicult,
a numerical evaluation is sucient for our purpose. Some analytical results are presented
in Ref. [12].
As stated, one can study at any order with the above method in principle. However,
at NNNLL, we encounter a problem concerning IR divergence in a3, which cannot be
removed by renormalization. This divergence is rst reported in Ref. [27]. In dimensional
regularization, a3 is calculated as
a3 = a3 +
8
3
2C3A

1

+ 6 log (=q)

; (3.72)
where a3 does not contain divergence and log-dependence [2, 28]. This divergence means
a breakdown of the naive perturbative expansion and signals the existence of non-trivial
dynamics at IR scale. The relevant IR scale is known as \ultrasoft" scale. Perturbative
expansion is not legitimate when including the ultra-soft gluons.
We use the following two prescriptions to cope with this divergence problem. First,
we avoid this divergence by setting an IR cuto scale IR above the ultrasoft scale. Then
the IR divergence is replaced with the IR cuto dependence. We refer to this prescription
as Scheme 1, where we make a3 nite in the following way.
Scheme1: a3 ! a3   16
3
2C3A log (q=IR) (3.73)
16 One can check that this pre-weight corresponds to the massive gluon scheme.
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Figure 3.3: VUV at NNNLL. The blue line corresponds to Scheme 1, where we set
IR = 3
3 loop
MS
. The green line corresponds to Scheme 2. We set nf = 3.
In Scheme 1, we should choose IR as a reference. In the second scheme, we utilize the
fact that the IR divergence in a3 should cancel in the end. The systematic treatment is
possible within pNRQCD. It is reported [10] that this divergence gets cancelled when we
consider the ultrasoft contribution coming from the multipole expansion at O(r2). Then
we get a nite result at O(4s). In the second scheme, we substitute this nite result
instead of a purely perturbative result:
Scheme2: a3 ! [a3]PT + [a3]US = a3 + 8
3
2C3Af2 log (CAs)  2E +
5
3
g (3.74)
Scheme 2 corresponds to a standpoint that the ultrasoft contribution can be regarded as
a perturbative one. Then we treat s appearing in log in the same way as the expansion
parameter, i.e. we also make it run according to the RGE. We will observe that these two
dierent schemes do not induce signicant dierences in s determination. Our purpose
is to conrm insensitivity to treatments of the IR divergence. We show the behavior of
VUV obtained at NNNLL accuracy in Fig. 3.3.
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Chapter 4
s determination with renormalon
subtracting method
We have presented a framework to subtract renormalons in a Wilson coecient at LO in
OPE. In this chapter, we apply this framework to a determination of the strong coupling
s using the static QCD potential. For the static QCD potential, we can utilize the 3-loop
result in perturbation theory [2{4] and a renormalon subtracting framework beyond the
large-0 approximation [12]. These facts allow us to use a precise prediction particularly
for the static QCD potential.
We perform matching of our theoretical prediction with the lattice result to deter-
mine s. We use new lattice data for the QCD potential, which is calculated with the
congurations of the JLQCD group. We perform matching in two ways. In the former
part (from Sec. 4.1 to 4.3), we match our OPE prediction with the continuum limit of the
lattice result. This is close to conventional analyses. In this analysis, we check whether
the lattice data can smoothly be extrapolated to the continuum limit and whether our
renormalon subtracted prediction can explain the lattice result consistently with the OPE
structure. After these conrmations are made, we determine s.
We extract the lattice result in the continuum limit in the unit of r1, which is the scale
dened internally in lattice simulation. On the other hand, the theoretical prediction
is given in the unit of MS. We compare them in a common unit by mapping with a
parameter x = MSr1, which is unknown in advance. The s determination reduces to a
problem to determine an appropriate x = MSr1. Once x is determined, referring to r1 in
a physical unit, we can obtain MS, and thereby, s(M
2
Z).
In the latter part (Sec. 4.4), we determine s using the direct lattice data, i.e., without
extracting the continuum limit. Such an analysis can avoid inducing a model-like tting
function, which is required at intermediate steps to extract the continuum limit of the
lattice data. Hence, this latter analysis is performed with the rst principle. Nevertheless,
the former analysis plays an important role to check various consistencies and also it is
helpful to support the latter analysis, where we can directly obtain outputs from inputs
in a global t without intermediate steps.
This chapter is constructed as follows. From Sec. 4.1 to 4.3, the former analysis is
performed. In Sec. 4.1, starting from data of the QCD potential obtained with nite spac-
ings, we extract its continuum limit. Such data should be compared with the theoretical
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prediction, which is obtained in continuum spacetime. In Sec. 4.2, using the lattice result
of the continuum limit, we check whether our theoretical prediction for the singlet poten-
tial is consistent with the OPE structure. In Sec. 4.3, we determine MS, and present our
result for s(M
2
Z). The latter analysis is developed in Sec. 4.4. In this section, we present
model independent results of s(M
2
Z).
4.1 Continuum limit of lattice data
In this section, we present the analysis to extract the continuum limit of the lattice data.
Lattice setups
We start with an introduction of lattice setups. We use the lattice data for the static
QCD potential obtained with the congurations generated by the JLQCD group. The
QCD potentials are obtained in a sequence of lattices whose volumes are given as 32364,
48396 and 643128. The rst element shows the number of cites in the space direction,
and the second element does that in the time direction. In these simulations, 1000, 500,
500 congurations are used for 323  64, 483  96, 643  128 lattice, respectively. The
lattice spacings are estimated with the gradient ow method as a 11 = 2:45, a
 1
2 = 3:61,
a 13 = 4:45GeV for 32
364, 48396, 643128 lattices, respectively. We use the Symanzik
action as the gauge action and domain wall fermion as the fermion action. Hence, the
action is O(a)-improved, which means the discretization errors of the QCD potential start
from O(a2). Further detailed information is summarized in Table 4.1.
lattice parameters mu;d ms M[MeV] MK [MeV]
 = 4:17; a 1 = 2:453(4); 323  64 12 0.0070 0.0400 309(1) 547 (1)
 = 4:35; a 1 = 3:610(9); 483  96 8 0.0042 0.0250 300(1) 547(2)
 = 4:47; a 1 = 4:496(9); 643  128 8 0.0030 0.0150 284(1) 486(1)
Table 4.1: Parameters in lattice simulations and outputs.  corresponds to the bare
coupling in lattice action, and a 1 is shown in GeV unit. The inputs of light quark (u; d)
masses and strange quark mass are given in lattice spacing unit, and meson (pion and
K-on) masses are obtained in MeV unit.
The QCD potentials are measured at the following lattice points:
Direc.1: ~r=a = s(1; 0; 0)
Direc.2: ~r=a = s(1; 1; 0)
Direc.3: ~r=a = s(2; 1; 0)
Direc.4: ~r=a = s(1; 1; 1) (4.1)
where s is an integer. At these points, the results are given in a-unit,
aV (~r=a) : (4.2)
Outline of lattice analysis
We sketch the outline of the lattice analysis. We aim at extracting a continuum limit of
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the dimensionless potential
X(r)  r1[V (r)  V (r1)] (4.3)
from the data set obtained with nite lattice spacings. Here, r1 is the scale dened
implicitly as r21
dV
dr
(r1) = 1 via the QCD potential. We x the r-independent constant of
the potential by subtracting the value at r = r1.
The analysis to extract the continuum limit of X(r) at a reference distance r consists
of two steps. (i) We rst construct a sequence fX(r; a)ga=a1;a2;a3 with r xed.1 To obtain
X(r; a) at r from discrete data, we interpolate the lattice data with a tting function.
From the continuous tting function, we read o X(r; a). (ii) We extrapolate the above
data to the continuum limit a ! 0, i.e., we t the sequence fX(r; a)ga=a1;a2;a3 as a
function of a with const:+O(a2)-function, where the constant is equal to X(r; a = 0). In
the following subsections, we elaborate each step.
4.1.1 Construction of sequence fX(r; a)ga=a1;a2;a3
To interpolate the lattice data, we use a tting function.2 In conventional analyses, the
following tting function is adopted:
Vf (r) =
c
r
+ c0 + r : (4.4)
which is empirically known to t data well. This function is consistent with the tree
level potential at short distances and consistent with a string model at long distances. If
the above function correctly represents the form of the QCD potential in the continuum
limit, there should be modications due to nite lattice spacing and volume eects. Due
to an O(a2)-discretization error, an a2=r3-term can arise.3 On the other hand, the nite
lattice volume eect can induce an r2=L3-term. Therefore, we adopt the following tting
function:
(A) Vf (r) =
c1
r3
+
c
r
+ c0 + r + d1r
2 (4.5)
to absorb the above nite lattice eects.
One may notice a defect of the tting function (A) that it does not contain a logarith-
mic dependence, which the QCD potential should have at short distances [c.f. Eq. (3.42)].
Hence, as another tting function, we consider
(B) Vf (r) =
c1
r3
+ yV0;0(yr) + c0 + r + d1r
2 : (4.6)
Here V0;0(r) is the Coulomb potential obtained in Eq. (3.40), which is compatible with
the renormalization group evolution of the QCD potential at 1-loop level. The tting
parameter y corresponds to y = 1 loop
MS
a. We examine the eect of using the tting
function (A) by performing the analysis using the tting function (B).
Taking into account discretization errors, we interpolate lattice data in the following
manner. First, we t lattice data of each direction separately. Since there is no rotational
1 X(r; a) denotes a QCD potential obtained in the lattice whose lattice spacing is a.
2 We estimate the eect of the tting function by adopting two dierent functions. In addition, we
develop a method without relying on a tting function in the next chapter.
3 Note that the QCD potential has mass demension 1.
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Figure 4.1: Interpolation of data for the coarsest lattice with the tting function (A). We
choose Range(i) and Direc.1. 2=d:o:f: = 6:9=(13  5).
symmetry in lattice, V (r; a > 0) is a function of ~r rather than j~rj = r. It suggests
that the parameters of the tting functions have dierent values depending on directions.
Secondly, we drop the data point r  a in order not to be disturbed by a nite a eect
signicantly, where a 1 plays a role of the UV cuto scale. Explicitly, we use the following
ranges:
Range(i) 2a < r < L=2
Range(ii) a < r < L=2 (4.7)
The analysis based on Range(ii) is performed to estimate the remaining nite-a eect in
the analysis for Range(i). The nite lattice volume eect should be negligible and is not
estimated since we focus on short distance results, where an OPE prediction is reliable.
In step (i), we rst interpolate the a-unit lattice data. This interpolation is performed
taking into account correlations between data points at dierent distances. Namely, 2 is
dened as
2 =
X
i;j
[Vlatt(ri)  Vf (ri)] 1(ri; rj)[Vlatt(rj)  Vf (rj)] (4.8)
where i; j run over lattice points under consideration. Note that the potentials appearing
above should be interpreted as dimensionless quantities normalized by a lattice spacing
a. Here  1(ri; rj) is the inverse of the covariance matrix (ri; rj), which represents the
correlation between Vlatt(ri) and Vlatt(rj). In Fig. 4.1, we show an example of interpolation
with data points. This interpolation gives a tting function in a unit. From this function,
the ratio r1=a can be obtained by solving 
2 dVf ()
d
= 1 with  = r1=a. We can readily
obtain the r1-unit tting function by rescaling tting parameters with r1=a. Then we
can read o X(r; a) from this tting function. The whole procedure of step (i) can be
summarized as follows.
(0) Take one lattice and take data belonging to one direction
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(1) Interpolate the data fr=a; aV (r); (aV (r))g with a tting function and obtain a
continuous potential in a-unit
(2) Solve 2
dVf ()
d
= 1 for  = r1=a
(3) Obtain a continuous potential in r1-unit via r1=a
(4) Read o X(r) for reference distances r
Statistical errors are estimated based on the jackknife method. Therefore, the above
procedures are repeated for all the jackknife samples [c.f. App. B]. We notice that in
dening 2 of Eq. (4.8) for a jackknife sample, we use (ri; rj) as it is, which is calculated
from all the sample. (Throughout this thesis, we adopt this prescription.) Finally we
obtain a desired sequence with the error estimation:
fX(r; a1); X(r; a1)g
fX(r; a2); X(r; a2)g
fX(r; a3); X(r; a3)g : (4.9)
4.1.2 Extrapolation to continuum limit
In step (ii), we arrange data sets shown in Eq. (4.9) as a function of a (see Fig. 4.2). Since
the lattice action is O(a)-improved, these points should be tted by
X(a) := c+ da2 : (4.10)
The value of X in the continuum limit is given by c = X(a = 0). We show examples of
data sets and tting curves in Fig. 4.2. In this analysis, if 2 takes a smaller value than
Figure 4.2: X(r; a) as a function of a with r = 3a1 (left) and r = 10a1 (right). We t
these data with Eq. (4.10), where 2 = 1:48 (left) and 2 = 0:12 (right). The cross point
of the tting function to the vertical axis is interpreted as a result in the continuum limit.
2, the continuum limit value c is adopted as plausible data. Otherwise, we omit data as
it is not suciently reliable.
To show how valid this analysis is performed, we show the behavior of 2 for reference
distances in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. From these gures, we can nd that almost points can be
smoothly extrapolated to the continuum limit, in particular for Range(i).
We can obtain the result of the continuum limit with its error estimation. In Fig. 4.6,
we show the result of r1[Vf (r)  Vf (r1)] in the continuum limit.
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Figure 4.3: 2 for reference distances r obtained in analysis of Range(i). Left one is
obtained for Direc.1 and right one for Direc.2. If points are below the red line, located at
2 = 2, their continuum limit at their distances are consider to be plausible.
Figure 4.4: 2 for reference distances r obtained in analysis of Range(ii). Left one is
obtained for Direc.1, middle one for Direc.2, and right one for Direc.4.
Figure 4.5: Continuum limit obtained from the analysis for Range(i). The blue dots
originate from Direc.1, the orange dots from Direc.2.
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Figure 4.6: Continuum limit obtained from the analysis of Range(ii). The blue dots
originate from Direc.1, the orange dots from Direc.2, and the green dot from Direc.4.
4.2 Consistency check
We have obtained lattice data in the continuum limit. Before determining s using this
result, we perform a consistency check.
We check whether our theoretical prediction explains the lattice result. More explicitly,
we check if the Coulomb+linear form of the singlet potential explains the lattice result up
to the NLO term in the multipole expansion, behaving as O(r2). For this, we assume x =
MSr1 to be within the range corresponding to the PDG value s(M
2
Z) = 0:11810:0011.
For r1, we use r1 = 0:311fm [29{31].
4 In Fig. 4.7, we show the lattice result in the unit
of MS and also the singlet potential obtained in Sec. 3.5. In the same gure, we also
show the dierences between the lattice data and the singlet potential. The slope of the
dierences are very mild compared with the lattice or singlet potential. This observation
is consistent with the structure of the multipole expansion that the linear behavior should
disappear in the dierences. We t the dierences by an r2 term, where the result is shown
by the black lines. In this tting, we consider the rst 7 data points, where MSr . 0:8.
One can see in this gure that the renormalon subtracted prediction for VS can indeed
explain the lattice data consistently with the multipole expansion.
4 We use ~c = 0:1973 GeV  fm.
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Figure 4.7: The blue dots show the lattice result in the continuum limit of Range(i). These
points are obtained in MS unit by assuming s(M
2
Z) to be the current PDG value. We
assume s(M
2
Z) to be the central value for the top gure, while s(M
2
Z) = 0:1181 0:0011
for the bottom left and s(M
2
Z) = 0:1181 + 0:0011 for the bottom right gures. The
blue solid lines show the singlet potential obtained through the 3-loop result and the
renormalon subtracting formulation, where the constant is added to adjust to the lattice
result. The orange dots represent the dierence between the blue dots (lattice) and the
blue line (singlet potential). The black line are r2 functions obtained to t the dierences,
where we consider the rst 7 data points.
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4.3 Determination of x = MSr1 and s(M
2
Z)
In this section, we extract x = MSr1. We convert the result of lattice given in r1 unit to
MS unit with x, which is unknown in advance. That is,
fr=r1; r1Xlattg ! fx r
r1
;
1
x
r1Xlattg = fMSr;
1
MS
Xlattg : (4.11)
We refer to this lattice data (in MS unit) as
~Xlatt(r; x). We compare ~Xlatt(r; x) with a
theoretical prediction to nd an appropriate x.
Theoretical framework
Our theoretical prediction is constructed based on OPE of the form of the multipole
expansion. This is performed within pNRQCD, which can describe the dynamics of the
QCD potential beyond perturbation theory. We have
VQCD(MSr) = VS(MSr) + EUS(MSr) + : : : ; (4.12)
where the dots denote higher order corrections in r. The singlet potential 1
MS
VS, which
is the leading term of the short distance expansion, can be predicted rmly with the
renormalon subtracting method as presented in Sec. 3.5. EUS is the next-to-leading term
of this expansion, which species the size of the rst nonperturbative correction to the
QCD potential. From dimensional analysis, it behaves as O(3QCDr2) [c.f. Eq. (2.45)].
This part cannot be predicted theoretically to the current knowledge and we treat this
part as a tting parameter A2r
2. Hence, our theoretical prediction is
1
MS
Vth:(MSr;A0; A2; t) =
1
MS
VS(MSr; t) + A0 + A2r
2 ; (4.13)
where A0 and A2 are free parameters. A0 is an r-independent constant and A2 represents
a coecient of nonperturbative eect (non-local gluon condensate). On the other hand,
t is related to a theoretical error of VS, and this is taken such that VS(MSr; t) covers the
ultimate VS. Explicitly, we take VS(MSr; t) as
VS(MSr; t) = VSjN3LL + tVSjN3LL (4.14)
with
VSjN3LL = VSjN3LL   VSjN2LL (4.15)
where  1  t  1. In evaluation of VSjN3LL, for simplicity, we use the N3LO RGE for
the evaluation of VSjN2LL instead of the N2LO RGE [see Procedure 1) in Sec. 3.5]. We
plot VS(r; t) in Fig. 4.8.
Determination of x
We dene 2 as
2(x;A0; A2; t)
=
X
i2reference points
h
~Vth(ri;A0; A2; t)  ~Xlatt(ri;x)
i
 1(ri; rj)
h
~Vth(rj;A0; A2; t)  ~Xlatt(rj;x)
i
(4.16)
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Figure 4.8: VS at NNNLL and estimated error. The solid line shows the prediction for VS
at this order. The dotted line above the solid one corresponds to t = 1, while the dotted
line below corresponds to t =  1 in Eq. (4.14). We set nf = 3 and draw these lines in
Scheme 2.
where ~Vth denotes Eq. (4.13) (theoretical prediction normalized by MS); 
 1(ri; rj) de-
notes the inverse of the correlation matrix of the continuum result. We minimize 2 of
Eq. (4.16) for jackkinfe samples.
First, to estimate the central value of x and its statistical error, we choose the condition
of the central analysis. The detailed conditions are summarized in Table 4.2. From this,
Central analysis h.o. eect (I) h.o. eect (II) Finite a Distance Interpolating fn.
Range of lattice data Range(i) Range(i) Range(i) Range (ii) Range(i) Range(i)
Interpolating function (A) (A) (A) (A) (A) (B)
Singlet potential VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 1) VS(r; t =  1) VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 0)
Range of distance PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 1 PDGr < 0:8
Number of points 6 6 6 9 8 6
x 0.498  0.025 0.471 0.531 0.479 0.447 0.505
Table 4.2: Conditions of analyses and results for x.
we can extract a central value of x and its statistical error:
x = 0:498 0:025(stat:) : (4.17)
Secondly, we estimate the theoretical error concerning higher order corrections to the
singlet potential. We nd
x = 0:471 for t = 1 (4.18)
x = 0:531 for t =  1 : (4.19)
Thirdly, we estimate the eect of nite lattice spacing. The analysis for Range(ii) gives
x = 0:479 for Range(ii) : (4.20)
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Fourthly, we change the range to match the OPE prediction and lattice result. It gives
x = 0:447 for PDGr < 1 : (4.21)
Fifthly, we adopt the tting function (B) in interpolating lattice data, which gives
x = 0:505 for tting fn. (B) : (4.22)
The above determinations are performed with Scheme(2) [see Eq, (3.74)]. If we adopt
Scheme(1) [Eq. (3.73)] with the conditions of the central analysis, it gives
x = 0:501 : (4.23)
Results for MS and s(M
2
Z)
From the above results for x, we present our results for MS and s(M
2
Z). We can obtain
MS from the results of x via
MS = x
~c
r1
: (4.24)
Note that r1 contains 0.6 % error: r1 = 0:311(2)fm [29{31]. However, compared with the
other errors estimated above, the error of r1 is not signicant and is not considered. We
obtain the following MS:
MS = 0:3130:016(stat:)+0:020 0:017(h:o:)0:010(finite a)0:028(distance)0:002(Vf )GeV
(4.25)
For your reference, we show the error sums of squares:
MS = 313
+38
 40MeV : (4.26)
By solving the renormalization group equation, we can convert the above result for
MS to s(M
2
Z). We obtain
s(M
2
Z) = 0:11650:0011(stat:)+0:0014 0:0012(h:o)0:0007(finite a)+0:0019 0:0020(distance)0:0002(Vf ) :
(4.27)
Running is performed at the NNNLL accuracy (i.e. up to 3) and we took into account
threshold corrections by the charm and bottom quarks, whose MS masses are set as
mc = 1:3GeV, mb = 4:2GeV. We set MZ = 91:187GeV. In App. D, we present a formula
to perform matching of s when integrating out a heavy quark [32]. For your reference,
we show the error sums of squares:
s(M
2
Z) = 0:1165 0:0027 : (4.28)
4.4 Global t: Model independent determination
In this section, we present another analysis to determine s(M
2
Z) starting from the same
lattice data. In this analysis, we do not extract the continuum limit of lattice data. This
prevents us using a model-like tting function in interpolating lattice data. [see Eqs. (4.5)
and (4.6)].
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The central idea of the analysis here is that the OPE prediction gives the correct
QCD potential at short distances. Therefore, the lattice result at short distances should
match with the OPE prediction apart from their discretization errors. In this section, we
perform a global t of the data of the three lattices, taking into account the discretization
errors.
Method
We perform the analysis in the following manner taking into account the discretization
errors of the lattice data. First, we remove the tree-level discretization errors in perturba-
tion theory. Since the perturbation theory gives a good approximation at short distances,
the dominant errors are expected to be removed by this. Explicitly, we modify lattice
data as
Vlatt;i(r)! V corrlatt;i(r;i) = Vlatt;i(r)  CFi
 
1
r
 

1
r

latt;i
!
; (4.29)
where  CFs=r is the tree-level result in perturbation theory in continuum spacetime,
while  CFs

1
r

latt;i
is the tree level potential calculated in lattice theory with the used
action, which coincides with 1=r in the limit of a ! 0 and L ! 1. In the above
expressions, latt; i denotes the lattice whose lattice spacing is ai (i = 1; 2; 3). We treat i
as a tting parameter. Secondly, taking into account the nite lattice volume eect, we
include an r2-term similarly to the tting functions (A) and (B). Note that when we t the
data of various lattices at once, the coecient of the r2-term should be set as const:=L3.
However, since L's are almost invariant for the three lattices in a physical unit, we treat
const:=L3 just as an L independent constant.
The analysis starts with converting the a-unit QCD potentials to that in a common
physical unit. Here we adopt GeV unit, where we can convert based on the lattice spacings
estimated with the gradient ow method (see Fig 4.9). We t the modied lattice data
V corrlatt;i(r;i) by a function
Vi(r; MS;A2; ci) = MS  f
1
MS
VS(MSr)g+ A2r2 + ci for i = 1; 2; 3 ; (4.30)
where ci is an r-independent constant. Note that while ci and i are i dependent,
MS[GeV] and A2 are independent of i. Namely, these two parameters are chosen to
explain all the lattice data globally. The parameter A2 has two origins; One is the nite
lattice volume eects and the other is the nonperturbative eect, EUS. We do not distin-
guish these two sources in this study. Hence, the tting is performed with the following
tting parameters:
fMS; 1; 2; 3; c1; c2; c3; A2g : (4.31)
Result
The result for a central analysis is
MS = 0:332 0:009(stat:)GeV ; (4.32)
where the conditions are summarized in Table 4.3. Note that we include the lattice
data points at shortest distances in this analysis. We obtain 2=d:o:f  11=(23   8),
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Figure 4.9: QCD potential in lattice simulation in unit of GeV. We show the data point
of Direc.1 obtained in 323  64 (blue), 483  96 (orange) and 643  128 (green) lattices.
Central analysis h.o. eect (I) h.o. eect (II) Finite a Distance (I) Distance(II)
Singlet potential VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 1) VS(r; t =  1) VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 0) VS(r; t = 0)
Range of distance PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 0:8 PDGr < 1 PDGr < 0:48
Number of points 5+8+10 5+8+10 5+8+10 4+7+9 7+10+13 4+6+7
MS[GeV] 0.332  0.009 0.314 0.352 0.328 0.325 0.337
Table 4.3: Conditions of analyses and results for MS.
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showing the validity of the analysis. These facts show that the tree-level correction and
our renormalon subtracted prediction are compatible. We list the results for the tting
parameters other than r-independent constants:
1 = 0:17 0:08; 2 = 0:23 0:06; 3 = 0:22 0:05;
A2 =  0:008 0:005GeV3 : (4.33)
The parameter i takes a close value to the MS coupling at  = a
 1
i .
To estimate systematic errors, we perform similar analyses for various conditions (see
Table 4.3). The estimation of higher order corrections to the singlet potential is parallel
to the analysis presented in the previous section. We estimate the eect of the nite
lattice spacing by omitting the shortest points, i.e. r = a. We also examine the eect of
the range to be used in order to examine the validity range of OPE. Finally, we change
the scheme to cope with the IR divergence in the perturbative coecient at 3-loops. As
a result, we obtain
MS = 332 9(stat:)+21 17(h:o:) 3(finite a)+6 7(distance) 2(IR div:)MeV : (4.34)
Compared to the previous analysis, the statistical error is reduced since we can use more
points in the global t. The error caused by nite lattice spacing is also reduced. This
indicates that the eect of the nite lattice spacing can indeed be eliminated by the tree-
level correction. In addition, the error of tting range is drastically reduced. This fact
would support that lattice result can be explained well by the (truncated) OPE prediction
widely for MSr < 1.
We notice that the light quark mass values used in the lattice simulations are dierent
from the true values (see Table. 4.1). In the global t, we also examine this eect to the
s determination in App. E, which turns out to be negligible.
We show the result for s(M
2
Z):
s(M
2
Z) = 0:11780:006(stat:)+0:0014 0:0012(h:o:)0:0002(finite a)+0:0004 0:0005(distance)0:0001(IR div) :
(4.35)
As a nal result, we have:
s(M
2
Z) = 0:1178
+0:0016
 0:0015 ; (4.36)
where the error is estimated by the error sums of squares. The relative error size is 1.3 %.
We show our results for s(M
2
Z) in the former and latter analyses in Fig. 4.10.
4.5 Comparison with other s determinations by lat-
tice QCD
We clarify characteristics of our s determination compared with other determinations
using lattice simulations.
There is a general problem that it is dicult to nd an energy region where both
perturbation theory and lattice simulations are accurate, as reported by the Flavor Lattice
Averaging Group (FLAG) [33]. This is sometimes called the \window problem." In lattice
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Figure 4.10: Our results for s(M
2
Z), that of FLAG and PDG . The blue one shows the
result in the former analysis and the purple one does the latter analysis, which is a model-
independent analysis. The orange one shows the FLAG result, and the green one is the
PDG result.
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simulations, typical lattice spacings available today are given by a 1  2   5GeV. The
lattice spacings are set to these values taking into account the following issues: The
physical size of L should be much larger than hadron sizes   1QCD; The number of cites
cannot be taken too large from the viewpoint of computational costs. Hence, the energy
region of the lattice data where the artifacts of the UV cuto scale a 1 are suciently
suppressed is given by Q . 1   2GeV. Perturbation theory is reliable when Q is large,
say Q & 1   2GeV. Therefore, the window where perturbation theory and lattice data
can match is basically very narrow.
According to the FLAG report, almost all determinations of s using lattice simulation
suer from the window problem. For instance, s determination of Ref. [34], where the
error is very small (0.5 %), uses data where lattice UV cuto eect is not supposed
to be suppressed suciently [33]. In addition, their method to estimate an error of a
perturbative prediction is dierent from conventional ones and validity of the very small
theoretical error estimated in Ref. [34] needs to be veried.
The only method that is evaluated to be suciently free from the window problem in
the FLAG assessment is the method of step-scaling functions [33]. A review of this method
can be found in Ref. [33]. In this method, a typical scale of an observable (regarded as an
eective coupling) is given by L 1, and using the algorithm relating the eective couplings
in dierent lattice volumes, one can eventually calculate the eective coupling in a very
small lattice volume, say L 1  10  100GeV. As a result, a matching with perturbation
theory can be performed safely. Namely, this method circumvents the window problem
by enlarging the energy range where lattice simulations are accurate. Although the result
using this method which is included in the FLAG report [35] has a few percent level error
for s(M
2
Z), a new result with subpercent-level error has appeared recently [36].
Our method can avoid the window problem by using the OPE framework, where its
prediction is valid at lower energy than perturbation theory, while validity range of lat-
tice simulations is not varied. One can nd some analyses in the literature which consider
OPE. However, in these works, a nonperturbative eect is naively added to a perturbative
contribution. This is not justied since perturbative and nonperturbative contributions
are generally mixed. Our formulation is free from this mixing since perturbative contribu-
tion can clearly be separated from nonperturbative contributions owing to a formulation
developed in Chap. 3. Hence, OPE can be performed with our formulation correctly and
accurately. Indeed, we can nd the window where the OPE prediction and the lattice
result overlap as examined in Sec. 4.2. Hence, our method of s determination provides
an alternative solution to the window problem.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, we focused on the renormalon problem in QCD that perturbative predictions
cannot overcome the uncertainties known as renormalon uncertainties. Today or in near
future, as higher order corrections in perturbative expansion become available, renormalon
uncertainties can practically limit accuracies of perturbative predictions. In view of this
situation, we aimed at developing a framework which enables us to give a prediction
without suering from renormalon uncertainties.
We focused on OPE as a framework to overcome the problems caused by renormalons.
In this framework, we perform the short-distance expansion instead of the coupling ex-
pansion. In OPE, we have Wilson coecients, which are UV and perturbative objects,
and nonperturbative matrix elements describing the IR dynamics. Although a Wilson
coecient basically has renormalons, they are canceled against renormalons of nonper-
turbative matrix elements. Hence, we can obtain a prediction free from renormalons in
principle.
To practically eliminate renormalon uncertainties, determinations of nonperturbative
matrix elements is required. Since theoretical (analytical) determination is still highly dif-
cult today, we alternatively consider a numerical determination of nonperturbative ma-
trix elements. To perform this, as a rst step, it is essential to separate the leading term in
OPE (the leading Wilson coecient) into renormalon uncertainties and renormalon inde-
pendent part. By this, we can dene both Wilson coecient and nonperturbative matrix
element in a renormalon free way. Without this procedure, the numerical determination
is disturbed by the renormalon uncertainty of the leading Wilson coecient.
According to the above concept, we proposed a formulation to subtract renormalons
from the leading term in OPE. Explicitly, we introduced an IR cuto to dene a Wilson
coecient and decomposed it into cuto dependent and independent parts, which corre-
spond to renormalon uncertainties and a renormalon independent part, respectively. This
separation was performed using complex function analysis. Our formulation is developed
within the large-0 approximation, which is used in evaluating the leading Wilson coe-
cient perturbatively. We showed that our formulation can be applied to determination of a
nonperturbative matrix element. Namely, we provided a foundation to reduce theoretical
errors step by step based on the OPE framework.
As a byproduct of our formulation, we found that the leading Wilson coecient has
a non-trivial power dependence on QCD=Q, where Q is a typical scale of an observable.
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This is totally dierent from renormalon uncertainties and we observed that it plays an
important role to grasp short-distance behaviors of observables. In fact, such a power
behavior has been pointed out in the literature. However, there is a subtle issue on the
existence of this term since such a term cannot be understood from a rigorous expansion
in QCD=Q. In this thesis, we focused on analyticities of a pre-weight (which is used
to extract a renormalon free part) and physical observables. We argued that a natural
coecient of QCD=Q can be determined uniquely from the analyticities.
The above achievements are realized within the large-0 approximation. Although this
approximation gives a surprisingly good approximation of the exact perturbative series,
a systematic method beyond this approximation is demanded to satisfy the currently
required accuracy. While a way to realize this is unclear for a general observable, this
issue should be explored intensively.
As an application of the method to subtract renormalons, we considered determination
of s using the static QCD potential. Note that for the static QCD potential a systematic
method to subtract renormalons beyond the large-0 approximation is available. There-
fore, we can make maximal use of higher order corrections in perturbation theory, which
is known up to 3-loop order. The characteristic of renormalon subtraction in this study is
that we can clearly separate perturbative and nonperturbative contributions, which can-
not be achieved automatically. Hence, we can correctly perform OPE, whose prediction is
valid for wider energy range than perturbation theory. This fact plays an important role
to avoid the window problem that the energy range where both lattice simulation and
perturbation theory are reliable is generally very narrow. Indeed, we explicitly showed
that our OPE prediction can explain the lattice data for MSr . 0:8. This situation is
essentially dierent from the case of using perturbative results straightforwardly.
Our result for s is obtained as
s(M
2
Z) = 0:1178
+0:0016
 0:0015 ; (5.1)
which is consistent with the current PDG value s = 0:11810:0011. The error of our re-
sult is estimated as 1.3 %, which is comparable to the PDG error 0.9 %. Our result above is
obtained based on (i) the 3-loop perturbative result with a renormalon subtracting method
and (ii) a sequence of lattice data whose lattice spacings are a 1 = 2:45; 3:61; 4:45GeV.
The dominant error is attributed to unknown higher order corrections of perturbation
theory. We note that since the above theoretical error takes a smaller value at shorter
ranges, the theoretical error should reduce if we can utilize ner lattices.
We would like to emphasize that this method would give a monotonically smaller error
as the order of perturbation theory is raised. Hence, we expect that this method becomes
more substantial in the future. We note that determination of nonperturbative matrix
elements is one of the most important applications of this method. This will be our future
work.
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Appendix A
Pre-weight of Adler function
Another expression of the pre-weight of the reduced Adler function in the massive gluon
scheme introduced in Sec. 3.2 is given by
W
(m)
D+ (z) = W
(m)
D ( z)
=
NCCF
36(z + 1)

 48z3Li2(1  z) + 48z3Li2( z) + 24z3Li2

1
z + 1

  24z3Li3

1  1
z

  72z3Li3(1  z) + 24z3Li3( z)  48z3Li3

1
z + 1

+ 24z3Li2(1  z) log(z)
  48z3Li2(1  z) log(z + 1)  12z2Li2

1  1
z

+ 36z2Li2(1  z)  48z2Li2

1
z + 1

  24z2Li2
 
1  z2  24zLi3  1  z2+ 24z3Li2  1  z2+ 24z3Li3  1  z2
  36zLi2( z) + 24zLi2

1
z + 1

+ 24zLi3

1  1
z

+ 72zLi3(1  z)  24zLi3( z)
+ 48zLi3

1
z + 1

+ 12Li2

1  1
z

+ 12Li2(1  z) + 12Li2( z)  24zLi2(1  z) log(z)
+ 48zLi2(1  z) log(z + 1) + 24z3(3) + 42z3 + 4z3 log3(z) + 8z3 log3(z + 1)
+ 12z3 log2(z) + 12z3 log2(z + 1)  42z3 log(z) + 24z3 log(z) log(z + 1)  42z3 log(z + 1)
+ 42z3 log(z + 1) + 82z2   66z2 + 6z2 log2(z)  24z2 log2(z + 1)  42z2 log(z)
+ 66z2 log(z + 1)  24z(3)  42z   57z   4z log3(z)  8z log3(z + 1) + 12z log2(z + 1)
+ 6 log2(z)  24z log(z) log(z + 1) + 42z log(z + 1) + 6z log(z + 1)  18 log(z + 1) + 9
#
:
(A.1)
This expression is suited for verifying its analytical properties, such as, that W
(m)
D (z) has
a branch cut along the positive real axis from z = 0, and that W
(m)
D+ (z) takes a real value
for z > 0. (Note that the polylogarithm Lin(z) for n  2 has a branch cut along the
positive real axis from z = 1. In the above expression the arguments of Lin are less than
or equal to one for z  0.)
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Appendix B
Jackknife method
Here we explain the jackkenife method, which can estimate the statistical error taking
into account the correlation between statistical samples. We rst explain the simplest
case and then mention its extension.
If we haveN experimental results for some quantity, Oi with i = 1; : : : ; N , we construct
an average Oi from the all samples with only the i-th sample removed:
Oi = 1
N   1(O1 +   +Oi 1 +Oi+1 +   +ON) : (B.1)
The jackknife average is dened through them as
hOiJK 
1
N
NX
i=1
Oi (B.2)
In addition, the jackknife average for the product of two quantities is dened as
hOaObiJK 
1
N
NX
i=1
OaiObi : (B.3)
We have the following relations:
(i) hOi = hOiJK (B.4)
(ii)  hOi =
q
(N   1) h(O   hOiJK)2iJK (B.5)
(iii) 2 hOaObi = (N   1) h(Oa   hOaiJK)(Ob   hObiJK)iJK (B.6)
where left handed side denote the usual average and statistical error.
Proof (i):
hOiJK =
1
N
NX
i=1
Oi = 1
N
NX
i=1
1
N   1(N hOi  Oi)
=
N
N   1 hOi  
1
N   1 hOi = hOi (B.7)
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Proof (ii):
h(O   hOiJK)2iJK =
1
N
NX
i=1
[Oi   hOi]2
=
1
N
NX
i=1

N
N   1 hOi  
1
N   1Oi   hOi
2
=

1
N   1
2
1
N
NX
i=1
[Oi   hOi]2
=

1
N   1
2
h(O   hOi)2i (B.8)
Therefore we get
 hOi =
r
1
N   1 h(O   hOi)
2i =
q
(N   1) h(O   hOiJK)2iJK : (B.9)
Proof (iii): Similar to (ii).
So far, we have considered the simplest case. However, in the jackknife method, we usu-
ally make the bins whose bin size is n: fO1; : : : ; Ong; fOn+1; : : : ; On+ng; : : : ; fON n+1; : : : ; ONg.
The above argument corresponds to the n = 1 case. n is chosen so that the correlation
between the k-th and (k + n)-th data is suciently small. In this case, we regard that
there are N=n-independent samples, in which an observable is measured as
~Oi =
1
n
(n+1)iX
k=ni+1
Ok : (B.10)
Then we should replaceOi with ~Oi andN withN=n in the above formulas (B.4),(B.5),(B.6).
In this way, we can correctly obtain averages, statistical errors and correlations taking
into account the correlation between the samples.
In our analysis presented in this thesis, we divide statistical samples (i.e. congura-
tions) by taking each bin size as 5. Consequently, we have 200, 100, 100 jackknife samples
for 323  64, 483  96, 643  128 lattices, respectively.
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Appendix C
Denition of MS
We present a denition of the scale  in the MS scheme, MS. It is given as (see, for
instance, Ref. [37])
log

MS


=   2
s0
  1
220
log

0s
4

  1
2
Z s
0
dx

4
0x2
  1
20x
  1
(x)

; (C.1)
where s represents the coupling at scale . Note that if we expand the integrand of
the third term in x, it starts from x0. It means that the integral behaves as O(s).
Consequently, the expansion of MS in s with non-positive powers is always given by the
above rst two terms.
At 1-loop, which is equivalent to setting i = 0 for i  1, we obtain
log

MS


=   2
s0
: (C.2)
This result agrees with the well known expression:
s(
2) =
4
0
1
log(2=2
MS
)
: (C.3)
At 2-loop (setting i=0 for i  2), we obtain
log

MS


=   2
s0
+
1
220
log

4
0s
+
1
20

: (C.4)
In this way, one can obtain the relation between MS and s(
2). Beyond this order,
expressions become complicated and fairly long, so we do not explicitly show them. In
this thesis, we use up to the 4-loop relation.
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Appendix D
Matching of s
We present a formula to perform matching of s between theory with nl + 1 quarks
and that with nl, where a heavy quark is integrated out [32]. Consider matching at scale
 = mh(mh), where mh(mh) is the MS mass of the heavy quark. In this case, the coupling
dened in the EFT with nl avors 
0
s() is related to the coupling in UV theory s() by
0s = s

1 +
11
72
s

2
+

 82043
27648
3 +
564731
124416
  2633
31104
nl
s

3
: (D.1)
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Appendix E
Eect of mass dierences to s
determination
In the lattice simulations, the light quark mass inputs (mu;md;ms) are dierent from the
true values (See Table. 4.1). Here, we examine the eect of these mass dierences to the
s determination.
We correct the lattice data as follows:
Vlatt(r; fmlatti gi=u;d;s)! Vlatt(r; fmlatti gi=u;d;s)+

Vpert(r; fmigi=u;d;s)  Vpert(r; fmlatti gi=u;d;s)

:
(E.1)
Namely, we estimate the eect of mass dierences in perturbation theory, and mi is the
MS mass. Perturbative series with nite masses are known up to O(3s) [38{40]. We set
the renormalization scale at  = a 1 for each lattice setup.
We perform a global t of Sec. 4.4 for the data after the above correction. MS is
determined as 332MeV after this correction, which is the same as before the correction.
Therefore, we conclude that the quark mass dierences are not needed to be considered.
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